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t expanded ... again." 
\n "Yep ... they've added 
EPA-Environment& Protection Agency decisioris, inchd- 
ing those of the Emironmentd Appeals Board. F, KeyCteO 
exclusive! 
BIA-Board of Immigration Appeals deci,i c om. 
FCC -Federal Commmications Commissioc decisions, 
orders, petitions, notices and policy statements. 
Now you can quickly detemAe the direct history of m y  
EPA, BIA or FCC decision. You can also fkd citing references 
from cases, statutes, administrative materials, law reviews, 
practice gmdes and much more. 
Now it's easier than ever to h i t  by ju;ris&ciion. Simply 
click on the "Avadahle Jur':sdictions" button in KeyCite 
Limits and view 2 list of al! case law jurisdictions represented 
" m e  best keeps getting better." f 
in your current list. Select &me that interest yon Xo need to 
remenher exact names or codes for the various jurisdictions. 
Since its introduction ir, 1997, KeyCite has been an over- 
whelming success with critics and legal researchers. 
But we aren't resting on our laurels. These new features 
are part of a locg h e  of additions to KeyCite over the past 
two years. 
AnC there's more to come soon-including citation cov- 
erage of tax and patents. We haven't stopped expanding and 
improving KeyCite yet. we never will! 
B 2000 West Group 2-95886/5-00 
lrademorks shown are used under license 
Bancroii-Whey Clark Boardman Cailaghan 
Lawyers Cooperat;ve Publishing . Westlow". West Pubiilniq 

We proujded acces s  to  our  tools, sub j ec t  directory,  edatabase of Web s i t e s  all classified t o  t h e  subjec'r directary,  
and  an BPI fop. serlricing t h e  quer ies  - euery th ing  Studant Rduantage Web programmers  need  t o  IaWd caaotornizecb, 
vert ical  s ea r ch  engines  qukkly.  Nkich giues s t u d e n t s  t h e  tools  t hey  need  to  ds online r a sea rch  efficientig 
and ef fec t ive& in s u b j e c t s  ranging f rom anthropology to  soc iokgy.  It's j u s t  
N bWesearck,som 
ano the r  w a y  Northern Light helps bus inesses  end  information w o r k  toge ther .  ;US: what  yoc've been searching for. 
mgnss liepart 
Ongoing Strategy" in the May issire of 
Information Out/ook, membership, vendors, and staff have been partwring to implement our 
2000 Virtual Association initiatives. In this article, Maurice Harris gives an update on some 
previous initiatives and the 2030 initiatives outlined in the tirneline since July. 
Thc V ~ b e  raf Ir-r%rml;ion 91: Library KaPaLogs 
The purpose of this articie is arl attempt to  discover the value of the irlformai3on conta'rled 
within a library's cataiog. Joe Matthews assesses the valile of MARC (Machine Readabie 
Catalogngj records and Location/status informatior.. 
Marrloring - P~ . 'wna i  kflk%sns of 8 5periai Librarian 
What many librarians have in common with other successful professio~als is that most do 
not achieve success by themselves. Along the way, most professionais have sought and 
received a Lot of help frcm other swcessful peopie-mentors. Theo Jores Quartey reflects c:! 
that experience. 
Rerkairrsing the JAC LiSra~y-Prwming and C~nscwkg Ubrwy Hafcr?'aiti 
This +s the s toy  of how tra'l~incj, patience, experimentation, and the goodw'ii of voiunteers 
saved over $500,000 worth of books and bound journals a t  the Joint Astro~ony Ce~t re  
Libray in Hilo, 3awaii. Ruth Kneale describes her preservation efforts. 
SLA: Change Is Our Tradition 
Making News 
S%raite@r learning Qutto~l: 
Did You Get the Cali? 
Communications Outbcbk 
Do You Know The Answer? 
53 Copyright Crrner 
New Cases Interpret DMCA 
59 The CuEfng Edge 
Just What is an Intebgent Agent? 
74 Money Matters 
A Yew Era 
july EOQO 
Worldwide Conierence o:: Special i ib:a:ia~ship 
3, $495.00 (ineludes all pro 
and selected meals and functions) 
to discuss issues that 
tions and heip shape 
f the information in 
mar 
i:OC;;YXh..'l ':I l i J f  k'L. World Wide Sources. Fast, Efficienr, 
Inexpensive. Ibemty-three years experience. Let us sche your 
research problems, CAROUB. ?hone (919: 925-4870. F~LY (919; 
933-1253. E-mail carchb@:ntrex.net. 
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StanG2rG s u x c r ' ~ t k x  $eo U.5.: $95 con-LS. S k g b  issue 
(:?ni;ay 1957-) 515. $??ssi:,~ copies wi:! be suppfied when iosses 
nave been sustained i:, tiansi'r 2cd as swp:ies Last. C.ai%s fa: 
missisg issues 36s: be '.:Led withi! four n?onL%s of date of 
-,-!xkiSoz. C,ain;s for ~i?ce:ivered issties v i 3  no: 3e ai.ccvec due 
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susscriber nsnbe: w i K  5cilitate the processi?g of ckims. 
Refund Poky:  
h e  the cost of processing a ;eim;~rsemen:, the associatio-'s 
-,o!icy is t h a t  "Ma i e f d s  wik be issued for amoa t s  zn&r $10.'' 
Change of Aderess: 
A;iow six weeks fc; aii manges to become effective. Ali 
communica50cs shou!d 3e accor;panied by maih-g taie! ?om a 
rece" x s e .  
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the omdkct by the Spedal Libraries Association. For ZCCC 
adveCisic-,g rzte cards or other adve5sixj  iofomatioc, contact 
Viviaz Coke: at  tel: (331: 963-3522; fax: (301) 869-8628; ore-  
mai;: v%%n@sia.org. 
Infomat;on Q'ltlookm in  a :egsteied trarademsrt o:' the Special 
Lioraries Association. 
information outlook 
In preparation for taking on the role of president, 1 decided to do some research on 
our founding member, John Cotton Dana. What I discovered is the ids t i ty  of both 
our profession and ocr association and a theme for n y  presidential year. 3ack at the 
turn of the Last century, Dana talked about the print expiosion the same way we talk 
about the informaticn revolution: "Worldly informaticn goes on piling up; so much 
of it in print as to make that which is printed almost impossible of controi." 
His answer to this probiem was to iead a change in the practice of librarianship, He 
saw the chalienges created by the print explosion as an exciting opportunity for 
transforming the future of his profession. He recognized and demanded changes in 
library nethods and formed an organization of those who were leading those changes. 
That organization is SLA. It follows then, that for SLA, change is our tradition. To 
keep that tradition alive, we must lead change; change in our methods of practicing 
special librarianship, change in the education of new professionals, and change in 
the way our association continues to meet our professional needs. 
Just as John Cotton Dana faced the challenges of the print explosion, we as a 
profession must face the challenges of the information revoiution with the same 
wiIIingness to iead a revolution of our own, particularly in our workpiaces. Knowl- 
edge managenlen;, web-based information services, and virtual libraries are just a 
few of the developments that offer opportunities for our profession to take a iead- 
ership role. You do not have to be a manager to be a knowledge leader, but you do 
have to be an expert in your field. Knowledge leaders are those who are relied 
upon for their expertise and for their innovativea~~d creative contributions to put- 
ticg knowledge ro work in their organizations. Our profession is weii positioned 
to take a leadership role in the new knowledge economy. However, no opportu- 
nity comes without risks. 
Just as our founder took the risk of abandoning what were some of the tried and true 
premises of Iibrarianship of that day, we must ajandon some of our familiar ways 
and places of operation for the new frontiers of the virtual world. The risk of not 
leading the change is greater. To refrain from taking a leadership role disempowers 
our professiocai function in our organization and creates a void that other profes- 
sional disciplines w i i  leap to fill. Critical decisions get made without the benefit of 
our professional knowledge and expertise. The library profession is invisible, and 
the function becomes devalued. Too many colleagues express surprise that the 
physical spaces called libraries close in favor of virtual coliections stored on the 
desktop, and pet, they know this mend is the wave of the future. Would it not be 
better to rjde the wave as its champion than disappear as it rolls over us? 
During the coming association year, SLA will also honor its founder by embracing 
change. Since oar roles are changing, then SLA must change too, an2 the leader- 
ship of SLA wili take action to transform the association and prepare it to meet the 
challenges of the kcowledge revohtion. SLA wili be recognized as the premier 
global professional association for networking with the vital, creative, and tech- 
nologicajly savvy leaders of the knowledge revolution. 
Donna Scheeder, SLA Presidenr 
Bhibodeau Named Asssciatw 
fs of Library Sewices 
Patricia L. Thibodeac, who has served 
as Associate Director of :he Ddke Medi- 
cal Center Library for the past seven 
years, has been appointed as Associ- 
ate Bean of Library Services at rhe 
Dske University School el  Medicine. 
She will owrsee the operations of Duke 
Medical Center Library's traditional 
functions, as we2 as develop strategies 
for taking advantage of the great prom- 
ise of +he Interne: and other electronic 
media for use in medical education. 
Before coming to Duke in  1993, 
Thibodeau spent ten years at the _Mom- 
tain Area Health Education Center in 
AsheviHe, N.C., as Director of Informa- 
tion Services. From 1979 to 1983, she 
served as Director of the He&& Sciences 
Informatior, Cecter and Research Ad- 
ministration at the Women and Infants 
Hospital of Rhode Island in Providence. 
Thibodearr received a B.A. in histay 
from the University of Hew Hampshire, 
a waster of library science fron CQe Uni- 
versity of Rhode Island, and a Master 
of business administration from West- 
ern Carolina Uaiversity, Askevfile, N.C. 
Thibodeau is an active member of the 
North Carolina Chapter and the 
Advertising & Ma~ket i~g ,  Biomedical 
& Life Science, and Business & Finance 
Divisions. 
Memben Gazzale 
and Lett% Promoted 
Andrew Gazzale has been pronoted ro 
Director of the Business Information 
Center JBIC] for inrlhur Andersei: LLP's 
New York ,Market Circle. The SIC, a 
member of Arthur Andersen's U.S. Bnsi- 
ness Information Network, provides 
value-added strategic infomation ser- 
vices to personnel in seven offices as 
well as to Arthur Andersen personnel 
around the globe. Gazzale joined Ar'tur 
Andersen in 1995 as a Senior Informa- 
tion Speciaiist and was promoted to 
Manager in 1997. Gazzale is an active 
menber of the New York Chapter acd 
the 3usiness & Finance, and Insurance 
& Employee Benefits Divisions. 
Lxcy Leltis, a Principai at  Arthur 
Andersen LLP? has been promoted to the 
newly cmated position of Director of the 
U.S. Bcsiness i~formation Network. in 
this role, Lettis will be responsible for 
aiigning key information services 
throughout the firm's U.S. organiza:ion 
and integratmg then ;^ with firm-wide 
objectives. The firn's nu~merorrs ir,for- 
mation and research centers, libraries, 
and knowledge ceP,ters :hroilgho& the 
U.S. will be united within the new Busi- 
ness Infomation Network. Lettis was 
previorzsly Erector of Business Xnfor- 
mation Services for Artbur Andewen's 
New Uork Market Circle, a position she 
has held since joining the i;rm in 1995. 
Letiis is a member of ST4is 2000/200i 
board of directors, an active  ember of 
the New York Chapter, and a nrember 
of numerous divisiors. 
Scott Wfnaw T ~ Q  CL4 
Outsta~rdfng Sewke Awaugl 
3r. Marianne Scott, -mhc recently re- 
tired as Canada's National Librarian, 
is this year's winner cf the Canadian 
Library Association's Outstanding Ser- 
vice to Librariansh-Llp Award. This 
award, the highest honor granted by 
CLA, may be given ann'~a11y by the 
Canadian Library Associatior-, fcr dis- 
tinguished service in the field of Ca- 
nadian Librarianship. 
The contrimrion ~ : a d e  by the recipi- 
ent represents an achievement which 
is outstanding, and of lasting signifi- 
cance in the devehpnent of Canadian 
iijrary service. The contriixtion lnay 
be for service of various kinds, rang- 
k g  from lecai prcjects to those of cwaln- 
try-wide scoge, and Eay cover any t p e  
of liSrary activity. 
The award will be presented to 
Marianne Scot? a? the annual confer- 
ence of the CacaZlian Library Associa- 
;ion, to be held fron June 21 through 
June 25 at the Shaw Camention Cen- 
tre, Edmonton, Albertz. 
Scott is also a znember sf the Special 
- .- 
~:oraries Association. 
EeBd Receives A w i ~ d  
S-Sa past-president Judy Pieid received 
the Wayne Stale Unversity Libraries 
Library and Information Science Pro- 
g rza  Award £0: Excelience in Teach- 
ing, for her con~rihtions to the pro- 
gram, in designing new courses, intro- 
ducing new curricu1ar materials, in- 
vo!ving practitioners !n cooperative 
teaching endeavors, and in mentoring 
and assisting students. Field was S L A  
president for 1997-98 association year. 
It's knowledge that makes you inchspensable. 
Around the worid, information professionais are taking on new roies in 
their organizations. They're managing content on the intranet, participating in 
knowledge management initiatives, evaiuating information systems and more. 
At Factiva, we're committed to  sharing these siccess stories with the entire 
informarion professional cornmuni':y. As a subscriber to Dow Jones Interactive 
or Reuters Business Eriefing, you can expect more than vaiuabie conte~t, 
powerhl searching features and intianet pubiishhg tools. Yoii also receive 
support that helps you accomplish you: professional deveiopment objectives. 
Through the Factiva infopro Alliance program, you ca? participate in practicai 
learning forums, obtain in-depth resource mateiiais and attend advanced 
training seminars ;hat cover product features such as inteiligent indexing. 
In other words, we'll make you even more indispensabie. To join our Infopro 
Alliance program, go to w.factiva.comhnfopro. fact wa. 
Dcw Jones & Reuters 
W h e n  y o a  ' r e  l o o k i z g  f o r  a u t h o r i t w t i v e  h e a l t h  inj4'ormation, 
S E E  A SPECHAEHST 
If the topic of research IS health or mebicine, It's irripera:ive 
thzt :he souice Is accurate, u,-ro-dsre and reiiable. 
- I hat's why the Gaie Group is pieased to introduce irs new 
Health & Wellness Resozarce Cente~,  a speciaiized 
resolrrce offering a vast coiiection of au:hori:ative rneciiczi 
'. * 3 information to academic, n;ed:ca! a r , ~  p d i c  libraries. 
No more huge lists of irreievzx search resuits. No more 
scouring the Web for relevant sites. No more relying 03 
. ,- tnrormation from our-~;'-dare or nnkmwn souzces. The 
&aPtb & Welkness Resoawe Center - a Erst among the 
Gale Group's line of new resoxrce centers - answers the 
need for a Fdly integrated, ever-growing eiec:ronic 
resource for ali levels of'aedicai and hedrh research. 
The Health & Wellmm Resowce Cmter Features: 
. .  A broad coilection of Gaie Group reference :iries 
Access to recerence and. periodic21 Iirerz:ure, pampi~iets, 
news 2nd orher conrent from a single search 
. . ,  . ,- Access to key he&& Web search engines ~ o r  cprimai, 
. . -  
ccszomrzed interne: research 
A f~r;iiy updzted, easy-to-use interface 
Add-on modules; inciuding Alternative Heal& Modale 
\Winen your users cmduct critcd research, they need to see 
rhe specidkt - rhe Health & FekEness Resoaxe Cmtm 
For more i n f o r ~ ~ a t o n ,  tail 1-830-577-GALE, or visit 2 s  on 
the Web a: www.g&egroup.com. 
W h i l e  a t  S E A ,  p l e a s e  
v i s i t  u s  at b o o t h  # B J  r 
Annua% Meeting, Banquet, 
and Awards Presentation sf 
the Rlorth Caroha Chapter 
Members from across the state came 
to the Anmal NC/SEB Business Meet- 
ing and Awards Banquet at the Caro- 
lina Inn. Anr Stringfield, president, 
and Peggy Hull, n~minations commit- 
tee, offered congra:ulations to the 
newly elected officers and to everyone 
who ran for office. Assuming new po- 
sitions are president-elect Marlys Ray, 
freelance information specialist; trea- 
surer Kancy Koziowski, North Carolina 
Biotechnology Center; and director 
Teresa Leonard, News & Observer. 
Eleanor Smith received the Sara Aull 
Student Paper Award of $500 for her 
excellence in writing wilile contribut- 
ing to the  literature of special 
librarianship. Richard Cole, dean of the 
University of North Carolina Chapel 
Hill School of Journalism and Mass 
Comn.cmication, received the Informa- 
tion Management Award for his 
school's support of libraries and infor- 
matioc science and the information 
needs of its community. Evelyn Daniei, 
School of Infomation & Library Sci- 
ence a: UNC-CH, received the Merito- 
rious Achievement Award for her no- 
table and end-wing contributions to the 
chapter and the profession. 
Attendees enjoyed the remarks of 
Sylvia Piggott, §LA past president 
1996-1997, in her presentation "Issues 
and Trends for the Profession." 
Division Honors Fred Roper 
Biomedical & Life Science Division 
inember Fred Roper was awarded the 
MLA 2000 President's Award in  
Vancouver, B.C. Roper has a long his- 
tory of contribctions to the division; 
he has served on the Executive Board, 
chaired the division, worked on 
by-laws, and was the division's nomi- 
nee and the recipient of SLA's John 
Cotton Dana Award. 1999. 
5LA.COMrnunfcate i s  Corning 
ts a Desktop near You! 
The Special Libraries Association has 
launched a creative new newsletter for 
its members! SLA.COMmunicate de- 
bcted in june and featured manage- 
ment tips, career-long learning, and 
thought provoking articles on current 
challenges and trends in the informa- 
tion profession. 
SLA.COMmunicate will be published 
or, a random basis and available only 
in an electronic format. The electronic 
format will allow members to view 
abstracts or full text versions of indus- 
try related news and information con- 
veniently from their desktops. 
SLA Executive Director David R. Bender, 
PILD., noted that "SLA.COMmunicate is 
representative of how the association is 
utilizing today's technology to effec- 
tively disseminate information and 
enhance the communication between 
the association and its members." 
SARC Certificate eaf Merit 
Program 208Q Awards 
Preserrted a t  Annual 
Conference 
The Special Libraries Association Stu- 
dent and Academic Relations Commit- 
tee [SARCj extended their sincere 
thanks and hearty congratulations to 
the student groups who participated in 
this year's SARC Certificate of Merit 
Award Program. The committee re- 
ceived twelve nominations in the three 
categories and one chapter/division 
nomination. Each group was invited 
to have at least one nominator, student, 
adviser, or chapter representative 
present at the President Elect's Recep- 
tion and Award Presentation. The rep- 
resentatives were responsible for bring- 
ing a poster displaying one of their 
award winning activities or efforts so 
people could learn more about their 
student groups and chaprers. 
§ARC CERTIFICATE @F MZRIT PRO- 
GRAM 2003 RESULTS: Student Group 
Awards 
(11 Student Group c0utstanding kead- 
ership Award 
First place: SISh Torocto Studenr Group, 
Uaiversity of Toronto, Faculty of 
Information Strrdies, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada 
Second piace: Special Libraries Asso- 
ciatioc Student Chapter at the Univer- 
sity of California, Los Angeks 
Third piace: Pittsburgh Student Chap- 
ter, SLA, University of Pittsburgh 
Runners-:a?: School of Library and in- 
formation Science, University of South 
Fiorida, Tanpa, Florida and Meat State 
University Chapter of the Special Li- 
braries Association, Cleveland, Ohio 
21 Smdent Groap h~ova t i ve  Program- 
miag Award 
- ~ 
zrrst place: Rutgers Uaiversitg Special 
Library Association Stnden: Group 
[RUSLA): New Brunswick, New Jersey 
Se9zocd place: SZA T~ronto Student 
Group, University of Toronto, Facuity 
of I ~ f o r m a t i o n  Studies, Torocto, 
Ontario, Canada 
Tkird piace: Schoo! of Library and In- 
formation Science, University of South 
Florida, Tampa, Florida 
Xwner-up. Kent State University Chap- 
ter of the Special. Libraries Association, 
Cieveland, Ohio 
Providing 
GloSal 
 formation 
Solutions 
TRADiTlONAL AND CL:TriNG-EDGE PGSITIOkS FOR 
INFORMATiON PROFESSIONALS. 
CONTRACT AND !NTERIM STAFFING 
OUTSOURCING SOLUTIOKS 73R INFORMATIOK & 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PROJECTS 
LlBRARY ASSOCIATES 
3845 W e s t  Olynpie Sivd., S o i t e  700 
Beveriy Hiils, CA 9023 i 
Ph:  (C!O) 283-1 867 Fax: ( 3 ' 0 )  289-9635 
info@libraryassociaies.con 
~ w . I i b r a ~ y a s s ~ ~ i a t e s ~ ~ o ~  
(3'3j Student Group Creative Use of 
Elertro~zis: Remurces h a r d  
A 7frS- . ,ic,e: -L,. SLA Toronto Student Group, 
University of Torecto, Facsrky of Icfor- 
na t ion  Studies, Toronto, Gntaric, 
Canada 
Seccnd place: Kent State University 
Chapter of the Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation, Cleverand, Ohic 
-.qfi : + - 
: piacs: School of Library and In- 
formation Science, University of South 
Florida, Tarqa, Florida 
9:;tstacding Cf.,apter/Division Snpport 
cf Studect Groups 2300 Award Ciccin- 
nati Chapter, Ciminnati, Ohio 
d so will your library. an& functionality, IE Online dso heips you increase your 
IB Online", the wor!d's leadin library's reach and visibiiiry. Best of all, your users can 
eiectronic documenr ordering and easily set up their own zccouns., and search a wealth of 
derting service, is fast and easy to full text articles from our extensive T O C  coiiections. 
use-and adapts to your ~~orkf iow So if you're mire& in paper document deiivery, or not 
equirenents. Its custoniized rouring taking MI advantage of IE Online, cai! us now. After d, 
imize your own subscriptions and we're experts at document delivery fro'rom the ground up. 
reduce dccument delivery costs at every turn. So you can For a 60-day fjee trid, contact us ar 1-650-494-8787 or 
provide the best suppox to your growing squadron of e-mail us a: service@ieoniiae.com. be sure to cake a 
end-users. Since irk branded wirh your look, feel, INFORMATION EAPRESS'" spin on our Web site at www.ieonline.com. 
The Customized Ififorination Solution. 
02000 :xformatnn Express 41 rlghts w r v e d . S W  - ; senice marli of Informanon Express 
In the words of SLA founder john 
Cotton Dana, one "who dares to teach 
must never cease to learn." When it 
comes to the 2001 Cali for Courses, 
it's important to keep these words in 
mind. This year, SLA's Strategic 
Learning and Development Center 
(SLDC) is inviting you and other 
information professionals f s m  around 
the world to submit a proposal to 
present a continuous education ( C E )  
course at SLA's 92"" Annual 
Conference in San Antonio, Texas, 
USA. As Dana's words suggest, 
however7 leading such a course is not 
just about teacking, but also about 
your learning and the learzing of your 
colleagues. &nie want to help prepare 
you for ali of these critical endeavors. 
In this month's Strategic Learning 
Outlook, w e 3  explore some of the key 
questions that you n;ay have about the 
2801 Call for Courses, and offer some 
insights that will heip you prepare a 
better proposal. If you have any 
questions, please contact us by e-mail 
at learniazg@sia.org. We look forward 
to hearing from yon! 
Q: '&Rat exactty is the 2084. Gail 
$ 0 ~  ~ ~ E Y S ~ S ?  
A: The 2001 Call for Courses is your 
invitation to help information 
professionals create their most desired 
futnres through learning, You are 
welcome to submit a proposal for a 
potential CE course that you believe 
will help information professionals 
tackle the challenges they are facing 
today or are likely to be facing 
tomorrow, Fron alternative dispute 
resolution to working with tile World 
Wide Web, there is a wide variety of 
possibie course topics for you to 
consider as you prepare your proposal! 
B: I've never presesf ed a 
CE coarse before, Can 7 stiE 
snbmiz sometking? 
A: Absolutely, in fact we emourage you 
to submit a proposai! You see, for many 
years, S M  has been q ~ i t e  fortmate to 
have some of tbe leaders of the 
information profession also leadi~g its 
CE courses. We wili continne to work 
with these knowledgeable facilitators, 
but our ongoing goal is to expand this 
chorus of respected voices, adding r s  
Its diversity of perspective and depth 
of experience. We !now you have a 
distinctive contribution to nake, and 
we hope you will choose to oake  that 
contriSurion with us! 
a: Bow dace the 2083 Ca'll for 
Coarses impact SLA Division CE 
sonrses? 
A: The 2001 Call for Courses pertains 
to both Division and SLA sponsored 
CE courses. If you have a CE course 
idea that you thia?k is best for 
subnCssion as a Division CE course, 
please email us at learning@sh.org 
so that we may refer you to the 
appropriate Division contact. 
Q: Okayr %'m iinlerested, i*&atrs 
involved in  preparing a p q m s a l  
A: The 200' Call for Courses brochure 
contains complete instructions for 
submitting a CE course proposal. (If 
you have no'. yet received a copy, 
please send us a n  e-mail at  
learcing@sla.org.) Still, Zer us offer 
year a few impo~an t  insights on how 
to prepare an effective proposal: 
Be very clear on why your idea 
would make a good CE course. b u r  
--.- ~ o p o s a i  must be fonr pages in 
Iength maxirzum, so clear and 
succinct answers are essential. The 
better you understand what you 
want others tc learn, the easier it 
will be to create a great proposai. 
Put yourself in the learner's place 
when deveioping your proposal. 
-7 inink carefully about who yosr 
targeted learners are and try 
reflecting on the critical learning 
questions you might have if yon 
were a participant in your course, 
Think creativeiy about the learring 
approaches you wlii use to deliver 
your contmr. Don't be satisfied with 
using traditional methods. Expiore 
how using n o r e  interesting 
ipproaches will facilitate learning. 
It is v e q  important that 'Jle proposal 
describes how your professional 
experience with the subject matter 
of your CE course has prepared you 
to lead the course. A sobid academic 
background is also important, and 
should be iceorporated in your 
summary of qnalificarions as well. 
Q: Baw can 1 gat mare specific 
advice an preparing my pmposa37 
A: You can contact SLKs Strategic 
Learning and Developmz2 Center 
staff by phone at, 1-202-939-3629 or 
by e-=ail at learning@sla.org. We 
woulci Se glad to answer yom specific 
questions about the ZCOS Gail for 
Courses or offer you advice on creating 
a c  outstanding GE course proposa;. 
Q: Wh&s the Exst step in the CE 
course proposal esub~~isi;ioa praeess? 
A: We're glad you asked! Before yon 
begin your CE course proposai, please 
complete the '"2DC1 Course Proposal 
Preliminary Sumzmy Forn" found at 
www.sla-learning.org. By completing 
this fcrm, you will help us track your 
course proposal throughout the 
process. Also, it will allow us to 
provide you with feedback on the 
proposal more quickly. 
Q: %%.at is t 3e  prepusid 
submission deadline? 
A: ABf 2801 CE course proposals must 
be received at §LA International 
Headquarters in Washington, DC, by 
Friday, September 15,2000. You have 
three submission options: hard copy, 
e-mail or fax. Please consult the 2001 
Call for Courses brochure for more 
details on each option. 
ei: Sosrnda good. Anything else? 
A: Yes. 7&%2 wa t .  to remind you once 
again of the words of John Cotton 
Dana's with which we began this article. 
Developing a CE course proposal and, 
ultimately, leading a CE course is not 
simply an opportunity to share what you 
know with your colleagues in the 
woridwfde cornunity of information For more information, 
professionals. It is also your chance to contact Jeff DeCagna 
stretch, your chance to learn something 
new about your work and about 
yourself. We're here to be your partner 
in that effort a ~ d  we certainly hope you 
w:ll call on us as you move through this 
very exciting process! 
What's Hot in the SLDC? 
In late Juiy, 5LA begins a new cnapter in  its career service; by going iive wjth 
a brand new SLA Career Services Online site. This new site wil! allow job seekers 
to search for jobs by multiple criteria, post resumes online, and receive e-mail 
notification of new, relevant job postings. Employers &.ill be abie to post jobs 
in rea: time, review resumes, and track candidates. SLA Careers Services Online 
promises to become your primary career management resourcel To learn more, 
please visit http://sla.jobcontroicenter.com. (SLA Career Services Online will 
be Launched officia'y in September 2000; stay tmed for detaiisi) 
in partnership with 
Join new SLA Board member Lucy Lettis 
of Arthur Andersen as she helps you 
"seize the day" and become a distinctive 
and indispensable contributor to your 
organization! In this exciting seminar, 
you'll explore powerful approaches for 
demonstrating thevalue of your work and 
learn how to create positive and lasting 
relationships with your information 
center's most important clients! 
September 27,2000 2 pm-3:30 pm ET 
Specid Libraries Association 
"' S T R A T E G I C  L E A R N I N G  
 AN^ D E V E L O P M E N T  C E N T E R  
W W W  Si* L E A R N I N G  0 1 6  
Want to Learn More? SELPING ~ N F O R M A T I O N  P R O F E S S I O K A L S  6. :; :2 "--? 5, :>,-:rr< :z-z; .!; BECOME iNDlSPENSABLE THROUGH LEARNING 
I Contact SLA's Strategic Learning 
LEX]~.NNEI~ andllevelopment Center at 1-202-939-3627 inform 
or send e-mail to leaming@sla.org 
now 
We've just returned from Philadelphia, 
where 1 heard David Bender, SLNs 
Executive Director, speak on the 
beauty of catharsis, Iike that of a 
caterpillar into a butterfly. My 
thoughts on his remarks are focmed 
on change and ieadership; since 1 
recently read something writtec by 
change management guru Scott 9. 
Simmerman, Ph.D., who often uses 
the following story in his seminars: 
Two caterpillars are conversing and a 
beautiful butterfly floats by, One 
caterpillar turns and says to the other, 
"You'lI never get me up on one of those 
butterfly things." 
Wait! Before you make a judgment 
on the story and its lesson, open your 
mind to the possibifities that exist 
in your answer. When I first heard 
this story about the caterpillars and 
the butterfly, I assumed that is was 
about resistance-a single answer, 
Simmerman says. And the first time 
I asked a room fnil of people to talk 
about the meaning sf the stcry, I was 
shocked by their answers, since most 
were not about my answer but 
focused on other themes, 
His paint  is that  knowing the 
answer--or perceiving that we know 
the answer--often paints us mentally 
into a corner before we have an  
opportunity to understand the 
question and appreciate the =any 
possible answers that may exist. How 
many limes do we self-lixit our 
perceptions and su: rhinking because 
we "1 m o w  the answer" and, thus, 
don't even think about considering 
possibilities? This is a very csmnon 
train, and one deserving of reflection 
acd analysis. 
Sinmeman says that, when people 
talk about the caterpillars an6  
but.erfiies story anong themselves, a 
very interesting thing uszally happens: 
They discover that they share different 
perspectives an5 a diversity of ideas, 
which is comnon when people discuss 
things. Yet. most of us, when we know 
The .Answer, will generally self-limit 
any consideration of &er possibilities 
and limit our thinking. The fact that 
we can generate o t k r  ideas is a most 
interesting outcome. iarl of us have the 
capability to generate ideas and 
possibilities. What we need is a simple 
k~3 l  and shared base of experience and 
commm ground. 
Most would agree that being a 
Sutterfly is a "higher existence" than 
remaining a caterpillar. But the s toy  
also links to sone  key learning points 
on leading change and unleashing an 
individual's ability to empower 
oneself, including: 
Even though we often resis; change 
and risk, i; is often inevitable! 
Change will occur and we can 
choose to be active participacts and 
go with :he fiow or we can attempt 
ro resist and snffe: the stresses. 
Each of us goes through =any stages 
of development, ;a process that 
@ccurs repeatedly aver time. 
& 11's easier far bu?te?8!es to develop 
perspective on ,kings than it is for 
cate~illars.  
s Cateq$llars f o c ~ s  on$ or, eating and 
snrevai. There is more to life t h a ~  
this. 
What is needed is vision and over& 
perspective--we're aI! on a journey 
forward. 
8 We need to be engaged and involved 
in the process itself rather than feel 
inprisoned by our environment. 
Change cannor be done "?on 
us--forcing the action typically 
generates active resistance to the 
process. 
%ssibilities are endless! Choosing 
to change is a reaiiy important part 
of iaprovement. 
4) One cannot become a butterfly by 
remaining a catepiliaz 
@ Change and persocal growth are aii 
about discovering the inevitability 
of change and the need for o ~ e  to 
clarify a vision of the future. 
When yon read that story, what 
thoughts cane to mind? Do you see 
the possibilities of other, equally valid 
or effective answers? §innerman 
suggests that we should attempt tc 
seek others' answers before we offer 
our owc, Of course, we can't all do 
that, or we WOUM just sit around 
waiting for someoce to speak :&pi But 
it is an %mportan",esson to consider 
in group settings, 

Maurice Harris is managing director, techno!ogy at the Special Libraries Associatim. 
He may be reached a t  mourice@sla.org 
The Annual Conference online program/session planner 
iocaied at hrtp://www.slaconference2000.org, which is a 
useful tool for Annual Conference attendees to plan their 
conference experience, is now in its second year of use. 
The session planner tool, allows registrants to search for 
and select conference events by name, time, presenters, 
tracks, keywords, continuous learning (Strategic Learning), 
and SLA unit [chapter, division, section, caucus) events. 
The personal itinerary feature of the online program en- 
ables registrants ro add their conference events in addition 
to any personal events or meetings they wish to conduct at 
conference to their secure personal itinerary. This year the 
planner was revised to eliminate the problems that plagued 
it during the first year of use. The revisions include in- 
creased response time, enhanced keyword search, and in- 
2s ser- tegrarion with our new Virtual Exhibit service. Th' 
vice continues to improve and is becoming a valuable tool 
to conference registrants. 
The association's Exhibit Hall went virtual this yea? with 
the  creation of the  Virtual Exhibit Hall (http:/ /  
www.slavirtualexhibits.com/). This new interactive service 
is designed to provide annual conference participants with 
a year of twenty-four by seven access to vendor information 
in additlon to saving them valuable time during their con- 
ference experience. Visitors can find information on com- 
panies that will be exhibiting at the annual conference, cre- 
ate lists of exhibitors to visit, pre-plan schedules and map 
routes through the exhibit hall-all of this right from their 
desktops. The virtual exhibit hall is comprised of four differ- 
ent types of virtud booths. These virtual booths feature prod- 
uct listings and descriptions; access to company news releases, 
articles, and corporate information; access to software and docu- 
ments, customer feedback and information requests; ~ K S  to 
corpcrate web sites and updated information on products and 
services throughout the year. This virtual tool is also integrated 
with the online conference program/session planner to Px- 
ther enhance a visitor's online and conference experiences. 
One of our major initiatives for 2000 is the redesign of the 
association's web site. At our ninety-first annual conference 
in Philadeiphia, SLA staff provided demonstrations of the new 
web site prototype to solicit comments and feedback from 
the membership. The information obtained from these dem- 
onstrations and our constant exchange with membership is 
instrumental to assist the association in designing a virtual 
community site and tool for membership that they'll want to 
utilize daily~ This project was originally scheduled for comple- 
tion in May but due to the scope of the project and needed 
feedback from membership, implementation will be delayed. 
Unit jClsapter/Division/Section/Caucusj standard reports via 
the web were also demonstrated to unit leadership to enable 
them to obtain unit information at any time using a secure 
interface. The standard reports that are available are Unit 
Rosters, Statistics, Allotments, Deactivatior, Roster, New 
Member report, and Address/Unii change notification re- 
pom. These reports can be produced in various formats such 
as Adobe Acrobar's PDF, comma ASCII delimited, MS Excel 
XLS, Word Processing and ASCII text. This "anywhere at 
anytime" access to useful unit information will put unit lead- 
ers in control of managing their unit information. 
Online registration for SLA events such as Annual Confer- 
ence and Strategic Learning opportunities is now a reality. 
Our new online SLA event registration system was also dern- 
onstrated to conference participants. This new system al- 
lows members and non-members to register for all events 
sponsored by the international office of the association. 
Registrants will view a listing of events that are available 
and sold out. Using our industry standard secure SSL pay- 
ment feature, registrants will be able to pay for the items 
selected with a VISA, Master Card, American Express, or 
Discover credit card. Upon successfuliy registering online, 
a registrant will receive an e-mail to confirm the selections 
made. The registrations are then sent to a holding area that 
staff review and edit according to its data entry standards. 
Staff then approve the registration which updates the event 
system and issues an event confirmation which is sent via 
mail. This new system will assist registrants and headquar- 
ters staff. Registrants will be able to quickly register for an 
event from any web browser at any time. Our data entry 
volume will also decrease, allowing staff to assist member- 
ship with other requests. 
A prototype of SLA's Strategic Learning and Development 
Center's new Career Services Online (CSO] site was also dem- 
onstrated at the annual conference. The CSO will replace the 
current "Jobline" and will offer both job seekers and employ- 
ers a site with similar capabilities to those offered by the 
major job sites found on the web, such as Monster and Hot 
Jobs. The site is scheduled for release in midJuly. 
Integration of chat and message boards into the members-only 
area will provide membership with a single sign on for all 
member only services. This will eliminate the need for mem- 
bers to remember multiple passwords for the various online 
products and services availabie in our online commmity. 
The implementation of the 2000 virtual association initia- 
tives are well underway. We continue to utilize technology 
to remove barriers to accessing the association's services 
and programs while creating new membership services that 
are anticipative of and responsive to member needs. 
To provide your comments and/or suggestions regarding 
these initiatives or future ones please contact me by e-mail 
at maurice@sIa.org or by phone at 1-202-939-3620. @ 
july 20063 
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The purpose of this article is an attempt to discover the value 
of the information contained within a library's catalog. It 
specifically assesses the value of MARC (Machine Readable 
Cataloging) records and location/status information. Alnost 
thirty years ago, Slamecka, (1970) suggested that; The de- 
velopment of a pragmatic measure of information utility 
must rank as the most important task of information sci- 
ence research in the next decade. 
Machlur, (1979) stated that "it seems more reasonable to 
keep use and effect of use separate." Thus, the focus of this 
article is on the content of the library catalog rather than on 
the vdue or effect of using the library catalog and, by ex- 
tension, rhe library itself. 
%nforrnafton 
Inforrxation is data (numeric and text) that is organized 
and imbued with purpose or intelligence resulting from the 
assemSly, analysis or summary of data into a meaningful 
form {McGee and Prusak, 1993; wake?, 19931. Or, when 
data is given context it becomes information. The intent of 
information is to "inform." 
The vziue of a Bibrary is found in its collection of informa- 
tion resources. A library creates a catalog of bibliographic 
records as a finding aid to assist users in discovering what 
information resources are located within the library or else- 
where. 
It is quite clear that valuable information is contained in 
the bo&s and other materials of a library's collection. How- 
ever, the information is difficult to retrieve without the added 
value brorght to the library's collection by the process of 
organizing and describing it (cataloging) so that the user is 
able to locate the desired item(s) or source of electronic 
information. Once a library reaches a certain size, it be- 
comes almost impossible for locate materials without some 
sort of organizing principles, classification, cataloging, shelv- 
ing and storage guidelines. 
A library's catalog, that meets the objectives first articu- 
lated by Charles Cutter (19041, have stood the test the time. 
They make as much sense in the context of Internet search- 
ing as they did in the days of the card catalog. 
The bibliographic records of a library's catalog are the sur- 
rogates of the "real thingm-the information package. 
To create a catalog that can meet Cutter's objectives, the 
cataloger creates a bibliographic record that hiescribes in 
broad terms the contents of the information package. This 
descriptive bibliographic record has recently been described 
as metadata-or data about the information found in the 
informatiori package. 
The creation of a library's catalog is a process that adds 
value. Taylor (1986) has suggested that there are three ma- 
jor processes that add value to information: organizing, 
analyzing, and judgmental. Within each of these three ma- 
jor processes there are additional specific activities as shown 
in Figure 1. 
Typically, catalogers perform a number of these "value-add- 
ing" processes when they are creating or editing biblio- 
graphic records for the library's catalog. 
The quality of the MARC record is a topic that has received 
scant attention in the library literatme. Yet poor quality (in- 
complete, inconsistent, inaccurate] records would have a 
significant impact on the ability of the library to deliver 
qliality services. 
MARC rules proscribe the content designation-the machine 
readable tagging rules (codes and conventions that identify 
specific data elements) within a record. Anglo-American 
Cataloging Rules, second edition or AACRII and other simi- 
lar cataloging rules used in other countries describe the for- 
mat and location of descriptive data within a record. Sub- 
ject heading terms {and formatting) fall outside of descrip- 
tive cataloging rules and under subject heading systems/ 
thesaurus conventions. Authoritative agencies such as Li- 
brary of Congress, etc. determine these conventions. 
Konovalov (1999) suggests that "subject headings need to 
be knowledgeably designed and carefully applied by pro- 
fessional catalogers in order to help our customers improve 
both precision and recall of their searches." 
The MARC standard has added value to library sewice in 
other ways. It has enabled libraries to share bibliographic 
records for cooperative projects, e.g., production of union 
catalogs, union iists of serials, etc. More importantly, it has 
allow-ed vendors to develop MARC-based software to stream- 
line and support a wide range of Iijrary Pmctions. This has 
meant savings to libraries as they ~urchase new software or 
upgrade existing automated library system. 
Given the assumption that MARC records are beneficial to 
the libraryr, the obvicus question arises "What is the vaiue 
of a MARC record?" To begin addressing this qnestion it is 
im.portant to understand the mature of value itself. 
a8;alare 
The pragmatic approach taken by eccno~ists,  who hold that 
mine is the worth of something that contributes to wealth, 
has yieided the best resu!ts. Ada= Smith's distinction be- 
tween "value-in-exchange" acd "value-in-use" is one of the 
foundational principles of economics. 
The value-in-exchange theory is nost easily anderstood. in 
terms of prices. People exchange money for products and the 
price paid is the accepted indicator of the prodarcts' value. 
Accountants and systems analysts have also appIied these 
value-in-exchange theories to the arena of "cost-benefir andy- 
sis." King and Schrems (1978) define a benefit as "the conse- 
qdence of an action that protects, aids, iaproves, or promotes 
the well-being of an individual or organizarron, Bemfits take 
the form of cost savings, cost avoidance, improved opera- 
tional performance, better ailocation of resources, and 22- 
tangiiiles,' e.g., better understanding of a parzcular situation." 
Benefits are centered on the custo~ers-in libraries the us- 
ers or the conssmers of infor.aation system ontpu:~. 
When preparing a cost/benefit analysis, dollar values are 
generally known or can be accurately e s t i ~ ~ a t e d  for the cast 
side of the anajysis. Difficuity typically arises on the ben- 
efit side where dollar values are more elusive. Rarely do we 
hear of "runaway benefits or benefit overruns" (King and 
Kraemer7 1981). Benefits will vary entlreiy upon the per- 
ceptions of the party seeking to acquire rhem. 
Extending the concept of cost-beneSt znaiysis, Glazer ji993) 
has suggested a m&od to calcniate the value of a firm's 
information assets. We demonstrates that the value of in- 
formation caz be aggregated. from the information ex- 
changed as a resuit of transaction between the firm and its 
wppiiers; the information exchanged as past of transactions 
within the firm; and the i~formation exchanged between 
the firm and its customers. 
The concept of "exchange value" no; only indudes the agreed 
upon price between two paeies, but &so the E.%e an6 effort 
an individual is willing to invest in orser to receive the per- 
ceived benefits. The "value of information, then, has meaning 
only in the context of its usefiilness to users" ('Taylo~ 1986). 
Cost/benefit is not the only method for qcantilyi~g value. 
Managers are often asked to justify ar, investmest by ana- 
lyzing the "m:um 322 investment" or ROI. The problem 
with determining a REX for an Information service or fcr 
information itseif are I h  uniqzle properties of i n f ~ r ~ a t i o n  
that may make E;?onetary nxascres misleading or inappro- 
priate. For exarLp!e, tke value of information is not dirn~n- 
ished when i t i s  used repeatedly or consumed by different 
indivjdaals, 
To overcome ihe limitations of exchangz cr price theories of 
value, economists have deveioped a second set of theories 
sailed vairre-in-use. The value-in-use or "u2l:t-y theory" 
approach allows economists to focus in a more satisfzctcry 
manner on wants, usafutness, satisfaction, demands, e x .  
This =ay be a better means of addressing the value cf ii- 
braries and information services. 
The fvcdamentai juiidicg Mock of ~nfcrn~ation for any li- 
brary is the Siblographic record that describes an tern in 
the iibraryXs collectim. From the user's perspective, hew- 
ever? the value is the inferaation that can be f o u d  in the 
itenr itseif and not the descriptive bibiiographfc or MARC 
mcord Cm3ess yo3 are sdtude~l kmking for a few bibliographic 
citations to add to a term paper!). Nevertheless, a MARC 
record does have value and that vahe will vary, often sig- 
nificantly, depending upon t$e use, user or "owner" of she 
_MARC record. 
Briginally$ the Library of Congress was interested in ",strib- 
zting MARC bibliographic records becanse it was felt that if 
bibliograshic reccrds c o ~ J d  be shared the costs associated 
with cataloging could be reduced {Avram, 1575). MARC has 
become a worldwide "lingua franca" for libraries that want 
ro exchange cataloging data. Shapiro and Vaiarian (1999) have 
pointed out that people will often assign a greater vaiue {and 
pay a prewim) for t i ~ e l y  infcmatioc, e.g., sfock =ark& 
data, ear,. The same also hoIds true for MAXC bibliograpiaic 
records-online access to the MARC database is generally 
mare expensive &an records on CD-XOM or microfiIm. The 
exception is the access ru MARC records pnvided by the Li- 
brary of Congress, which requires a 239.50 interface. 
Among the earliest providers of Library of Congress MARC 
records was an organization that today is kmwn as BCLC. 
Thraugh its international commmications network, OCLC 
now provides access ro its database of bibliographic records 
to more than 34,000 member libraries. Mexbership entities 
a libraiyi to search, retrieve, and pay for a MARC bibkiograplzic 
and/or au:hori?y record that has been contributed by the il- 
brary of Congress or otker OCLC z e ~ b e r  libraries. 
If 2 library fails to find the desired record, OCEC expects the 
q .  irbrary to produce an original cataloging record an3 add it 
information outlook 
to the BCLC database. OCLC recognizes the value of this 
recore by waiving any charge for adding an original cata- 
loging record to the OCLC database. The library does incur 
direct labor and overhead costs for the production of the 
original catalogicg record. 
As of March 1; 1999, OCLC had a bibliographic database 
that contained 40,871,887 bibliographic records. Of these, 
fourteen percent were originally created by and distributed 
by the Library of Congress while seven percent were records 
created by the Library of Congress and inpur by participat- 
ing member libraries. The remaining seventy-nine percent 
are original cataloging records contributed by the various 
OCLC member libraries (OCLC Newsletter, 19991. Biblio- 
graphic records are being added to the OCLC database at 
the rate of one every fifteen seconds. The amount of origi- 
nal cataloging that needs to be done by a m e ~ b e r  library 
has declined over time as more and more libraries have 
joined BCLC. 
The value of the MARC records found in OCLC's WorldCat 
database is quite dramatic. Over the ten years between 1989- 
1998, OCLC derived some $486,700,200 of income simply 
by re-selling MARC records to member libraries assurning 
an average of forty-two percent of revenue was generated 
by Current Cataloging and RetroCon services (OCLC Annual 
Report, 1998). 
Of cocrse, the staff of OCLC has definitely contributed to 
the value eq~at ion by developing the necessary software 
and maintaining a computer system to provide access to 
these MARC records, as we11 as creating and updating the 
necessary infrastructure to link a large number of libraries 
to the BCLC ~e twork .  Thus it is not reasonable to suggest 
that the value of the MARC records for OCLC is the total 
compnent of the WorldCat cataloging revenue, but it is clear 
that some proportion of the revenue must be allocated to 
the OCLC bibliographic database-the MARC records. 
Another obvious questions then arises: What proportion of 
financial revenues should be allocated to the database of 
MARC bibliographic records and what proportion shoulC 
be allocated to the system that manages those records? Most 
libraries decide to join OCLC because of its large and di- 
verse database of bibliographic records rather than the user- 
friendly software or its communications network. While 
arbitrary, it would seem safe to assume that seventy-five 
percent of the value of the OCLC cataloging system should 
be attrYbzted to the database of MARC bibliographic records. 
Thus, the value of a MARC record for OCLC might be $8.93 
[($486,700,200 x 75 %j/40,871,887(number of holdings sym- 
bols:]. Within the OCLC system, every library has its hold- 
ing s y ~ b o l  [a code to indicate who owns a particular item) 
linked to a bibiiographic record. 
Another perspective would also suggest that some MARC 
bibliographic records might be more "valuable" than oth- 
ers. In an altempt to answer this question, I examined a 
sample of 1,000 OCLC MARC bibliographic records selected 
at random across the entire '~VorldCat database. On aver- 
age, the LC contributed records have more holding symbols 
attached than do the original cataloging records submitted 
by member libraries. This would suggest that the LC con- 
tributed records are, in fact, more vaiuable for OCLC-they 
generate more revenue. 
Does the value of the MARC bibliographic record for OCLC 
diminish over time? That is, is the record used less and less 
or do the number of holding symbols added to a MARC 
record decline over time? Unfortunately, data to answer 
these questions are not available. Even if the value of the 
MARC record should decline with time, the availability of 
other services, e.g., interlibrary loan, may in fact rev. ~ v e  or 
maintain the value of older MARC bibliographic records. 
This situation may be somewhat analogous io rare/out of 
print books. For some books, value declines with age; for 
others the value declines for a while, then goes back up- 
sometimes surpassing the original value. 
Enhanced MARC Records 
Some researchers have suggested that enhancing MARC bib- 
liographic records by adding content would improve the 
success that an OPAC searcher experiences. The main ad- 
vantage of enhanced bibliographic records, as first articu- 
lated by Pauline Atherton [I9781 in the study which re- 
sulted in a report titled "Books Are For Use," is that the 
success of the user is increased. as the number of keywords 
is increased. As content is added to the MARC record, the 
user is more likely to find records that match a search re- 
quest. Peis and Fernandez-Molina (1998) found that en- 
hanced MARC bibliographic records, using Table of Con- 
tents information, increased both precision and recall when 
searching. 
Consider a hypothetical library with a collection of 50,000 
titles. On average, it cost the library about $50.00 to pur- 
chase and catalog each title in the library's coilection [a 
recent study suggests that the average cost of copy catalog- 
ing a title is $16.25 (Morris and Wool, 1999>]. For the pur- 
poses of this analysis, costs of the building, shelving, and 
annual operating costs are ignored. Thus, the library's cob 
lection can be valued at $2,500,000. 
Assuming a library with 50,000 bibliographic records were 
to find 20,000 enhanced MARC records when its biblio- 
graphic records were matched against the BIackweil en- 
hanced database, this would cost the library $20,000. If 
success in searching is improved by twenty percent, as the 
result of the user having access to enhanced MARC records, 
f uly 2000 
then use of the collection wili IikeIy increase by a correspond- 
ing 10 percent or more - the actual percent increase wiil 
vary by size and type of library. A Rettia On Investment or 
PIBE analysis wmld suggest that the organization has inproved 
its library collection ROI by $250,300 [$2,500,000 aultipiied 
by ten percent). Thus, in this case it is fair to suggest that the 
value of the enhanced MARC records correspond to the im- 
proved library collection ROT of $250,000. 
Dividing the improved iibrary collection ROI of $230,000 
by the 20,000 enhanced MARC records would suggest tkat 
the vahe sf these records is $12.50 per record. 
Iris also izportant to cote that this kind of analysis is nak-  
fng an important assumption. Namely, that each item bor- 
rowed by a Iibrary rrser has value for the user to meet an 
infor~at ion eed. And personal experience would suggest 
that this is not always the case. 
Vatare of Hotdings $yrnhrrls 
OCLC reports that, as of March 1, 1999, there are 692,821,411 
holding syabols in the OCiC database acd there are 34,337 
members (OCLC I \ ~ D M ~ s ~ ? ~ @ F ,  1999). This ineans that, on 
average, there are 18.5 holding symbols per MARC record 
and an average of 20,379 MARC records finkehed ;o each li- 
brary. UnforknateIy, data about the median or maximum 
number of holding symbols licked to bibliographic records 
are not availabie from OCLC, 
Using this holdings information, OCLC has beer, providing 
an optional Interlibrary Lom service since Api i  1,1973. 
Approximately 92 million ILL transactions have been corn- 
pieted using the QCLC In~erlibrary Loan system-the Lub- 
bock City-County Library entered :he ninety-second ni l -  
Bionth transaction on June 30, 1999, while the University of 
Oregon Library entered the ninecy-first millionth transac- 
tion on May 10, 1999. The interval between the ninety-first 
millionth and the ninety-second millionth was only fifty- 
one days. Ora average a library is charged eighty cents per 
ILL transaction-covering the display of hoidfngs acd re- 
quest for service. 
What then is the value of the holdings symbol infornation? 
Approximately ten percent of the $1.7158 billions of revemf 
generated by OCLC over the last ten years has come from 
Interkibrary Loan services (QCLC Anniral Report, 19981. 
Dividing this revenue by the total mmber of holding ioca- 
tions (692,821,411) provides a potential value of 16.7 cents 
per holding locatio~. 
So w-hat then is the value of the "holdings symboi" informa- 
tion? Again, acknowledging the arbitrary cature of the 
allocation, it might reasonably be suggested that fifty per- 
cent of the revenue associated with the Interlibrary Loan 
system should be attributed to the "hoidings syzbol" infor- 
=ation while fifty percent should be attributed to the com- 
puter hardware and software supporting this activity. Thus, 
the vaialue of the holding synbol location information to OGLC 
is about eight cents per holding symbol. 
Impact on a Library 
The value of a MARC reccrd for an individnal library would 
appear to be a fairly straight-forward czldat ion Imagne 
a typical library that bas been automated for some e k e .  
All of its retrospective conversion has been coEpieted and 
the librzry now obtain MARC records for an of :he 
additions made to the collection each year. The library is 
able to obtain a machine-readable copy of a MARC record 
fron a comzerciai or ather source for x %, e.g.? 97%, of 
the items, which are added eack year to :he library's collec- 
:ion. Via copy catalogicg the Iibrary will add its hoidisgs, 
call number, price and other librsry-specific information to 
the MARC record. An icdivid-&a1 Zibrary recaves value when 
using one of these widely available MARC  cords since copy 
cataioging involves less staff time acd thus costs Eess than 
original cataioglng. 
7 lor  rhe renaining portion of the materiais being added to 
the coi!ection, the library wfiiil seed to do criginal catalog- 
ing. The cost of original cataloging varies considerably, but 
for the purposes cf this article an e s ~ h a t e  3 5  $50.30 per 
record is used. 
Total cost of cataloging = Gosf; of shared cataloging j($/ 
record x % of collection addi%ions/year] + sraff costs to 
select and use the shared cataloging records] t Cosi of origi- 
nai cataloging [% of collection additionslyear x staff costs 
to create the original cataloging recordsj. 
For p u A ~ o s e s  of 1Ilustration. consider a library that adds 
11,000 titles to its coilwtion each y2ar. Assuming that the 
libraq finds shared cataloging records for -35.5% or 10.500 
titles, the costs won12 be $1.75 (cost of the MARC record] x 
10,500 d tks  + staff costs ($20 per title x IG,50@ titles) or 
$223,375. The costs 50: all of the nee&$ original catalog- 
ing would be equal to $50 per title x 500 titles or $25,030. 
Thus, ike total costs for catalcging this library's a n ~ u a l  ad- 
ditiocs to Its collection would be $253,375 or $23.03 per 
Sibliographic w x r d .  
To identify the poteniiai savings by using a shared catalog- 
ing service, it is necessary to calculate the costs of original 
cataloging for a!i 1i,OC0 titles. if this were done then :he 
costs ~ ~ o u l d  be $50C,O00 jli,00O titIes x $50 per title). Thus. 
the savings would axmust to $296,625. It is inportant to 
note that these are not true savings but cost avoidance. The 
iibrary is not going to have an additional $3GQ,@03 ;o spend 
fcr additional materials or rew library services. 
Yet, tke value of these MARC records remains. In the case 
of our illustration library, the value would be the $296,625 
divided by the 11,000 titles or $26.97 per record! 
But the value of the MARC record must be more than the 
cost savings !hat accrue to a specific library during the cata- 
loging process. This must be so since the library, as an 
institution, and the individual user, is not concerned with 
the swings but rather with the level of access that the MARC 
bibliographic and other types of records afford when the 
user (library customer or staff member) is searching the 
library's catalog. 
The vast majority of automated library systems installed in 
the majcrity of North American libraries today provide both 
phrase or browse searching, e.g., author, title, subject, call 
number, etc. as well as keyword/Boolean searching, e.g., 
limited to a specific field or across the complete record. 
Our illustrative library has a collection vaiued at  
$2,500,000 as previously noted. The use of the collec- 
tion RO1 would be based on the number of annual circu- 
lation x $26.97 per volume per year. In this case, the use 
of the collection XOI would be $449.50 [($2,500,000 di- 
vided by an annual circulation of 150,000: times $26.971. 
However, it should be noted that a use of the catalog ROI 
is no? exactly equivalent to a library's collection ROI for 
the following two reasons: a) not all materials checked 
out are found by consulting the library's catalog (patron's 
browse the shelves directly), and b) not all use of the 
library's materials is reflected in the annual circulation 
statistics (in library usage). 
MARC Authority Records 
Research has shown that there is a direct correlation be- 
tween the number of cross-references and the success a pa- 
tron experience's while searching of the library's catalog 
(Mandel and Herschmar,, 1583). Thus, an authority control 
component of an automated library system, with its associ- 
ated cross references, is an imporlaat tool that a library can 
use to improve the success rate experienced by its users 
while searching the OPAC. 
Until a library's database reaches more than 150,000 biblio- 
graphic records, one rule of thumb suggests that there is a 
one-to-one correlation between the number of bibliographic 
records and the corresponding number of authority records. 
Then, as the size ef the database grows, the number of au- 
thority records wiII decline. A library with one million bib- 
liographic records should expect to load approximately 
650,000 relatd authority records. The number of authority 
records will also vary by type of library-public libraries 
wili have fewer authority records due to a larger proportion 
of its collection befng fiction. 
Currently, the Library of Congress Name Authority file con- 
tains about 4,560,000 records and there are about 245,000 
Subject Heading records (LCSH:. About sixty percent of 
the Subject Heading authority records contain see and see 
also cross-references. 
If success in searching is improved, e.g., 20 %, as the result 
of the user having access to cross-references, then use of 
the collection will likely increase by a corresponding ten % 
- the actual percent increase will vary by size and type of 
library. Then a Return On Investment or ROI analysis would 
suggest that the organization has improved its library col- 
lection ROI by $500,000 (collection valued at $5,300,000 
divided by ten%). Thus, it might be suggested :hat the 
value of the MARC authority records correspond to the im- 
proved library collection ROI of $500,00G? Assuming the 
library has 100,000 authority control records and its collec- 
tion ROI has increased $500,000, then the value of these 
MARC authority records wocld be $5.00 per record. 
Value of an Index 
Improving the library OPAG xsers success-by identifying 
more of the library's collection that would be relevant to an 
information need-improves the rate of return on a library's 
collection. One way to improve user success is to provide 
new or improved indexes. If such advanced searching tools 
improve success by twenty percent, using our hypothetical 
library, the value of these advanced searching capabilities 
would be equal to $1,000,000 (assuming a ten percent in- 
crease in the use of the collection and the base value of the 
collection being $10,000,000). 
Location & Status Informatian 
One piece of information that is likely to have a high value 
for library users is location/status information. If the li- 
brary patron is further able to ascertain the location and 
status of an item before actually visiting the library, then it 
might also be reasonable to assign value based on the time 
saving or value of time for the library patron. 
In the corporate library environment, consider an automated 
library system with an OPAC accessible via a local area net- 
work (LAN) or an Intranet. The location and status informa- 
tion is a by-product of an automated circulation controi sys- 
tem. The corporate library's users have access to the library's 
catalog and hence the library's MARC bibliographic and/or 
authority records. The library user is able to conduct a search 
and identify a set of records of potential value. Using the OPAC, 
the library user is further able to identify the location and cur- 
rent status of the desired item(s2. Discovertng L%is informa- 
tion online, the user typically spends five minutes conducting 
the search and noting the location and status information. The 
required "information package" might even be located down 
the hall in a colleague's office rather than in the library. 
Were the library's catalog along with its associated location 
and status informatior, not accessible online, then the user 
wouid need to visit the library in order to defermine this 
information. The user would, on average, spend twenty 
minutes on this process. 
For professionals, a conservative average cost of their zime 
(with benefits) might be $60 per hour (or $1 per minute). 
Given an online system, the organization would save $15 
per library visit. If the library received LCG library online 
visits per day, then the organization woz;!d save $1,530 per 
day or $3,500 per week or $390,000 per year. Thus, it 
wouid appear that the location and status information, in 
conjunction with a MARC record, is very vaiuable to some 
organizations. Assuming our sample library with 130,000 
volumes, then the value of the location and starus informa- 
tion would be $3.90 per voi;urr,e. 
Another approach to establishing the value of localion and 
status information is to identify the increased control over 
the library's collection afforded by the autoaated system. 
Assuming a hypothetical library with an annual circulation 
of 50,00C items and costs of $53 to psrchase and catalog a 
title. A library -with a manual circulation conrrol system 
mrill typically experience losses of three percent or losses of 
1,500 titles per year (Baker & Lancaster, 1991). With an 
automated system the amount of circulation loss can be re- 
duced to one-half of one percent or 250 items per year. Thus 
the savings associated with the automated circulation con- 
trol system with its location and status information amount 
io $62,500 (1,250 titles co: "lost" m circulation x $'100j. 
$62,500 divided by the 50,300 annual circulation in our 
hypothetical library provides a value of $1.25 per item. 
Value Bar an Individuak 
Typically the library patron does not think about nor appre- 
ciate the data and information contaiced witi.,in a MARC 
record and thus; by implication, the value of the records 
found in? the library's catalog. The patron is using the 
library's catalog to get pointed in the right direction to find 
a specific item or to browse for items :hat might be of vaine. 
If the library patron is a student, professor cr professionai, 
then the bibliographic citation may be ixportant and thns 
the patron will find portions of the IMARC record itself to 
have some value. This value is refiected in the tens of thon- 
sands of individuals who have personal b5liographic soft- 
warn, which aliowrs !he user to download MARC records in 
order to maintain personal libraries and the production of 
bibliographies. These MARC records then assist the indi- 
vidual as they write papers, articies and books. It is none- 
theless very difficult to assign a value, even a time value; of 
this improved productivity for any s~ecific individual. 
Should the library's col'iection not contain an item being 
sought be ~ h 2  patron, then the patron may request that the 
-.  irbrary borrow the desired item from ancther library. The 
accuracy of the bib3ograptnic citation then becomes very 
imporrant; thus the value of the MARC record itself may be 
higher in an interlibrary loan [ILL] transaction. 
Conclusion 
A library creates and rnaimains a cataiog as a too1 to assist 
users in finding information resources. The value that has 
been added indirectly to the information package or directly 
to the library's catalog as a result of the cataloging process 
is difficult to determine. It has been demonstrated :hat the 
value of information itself, particularly the value of a MARC 
record will vary sigcificantiy-depending upon the provider, 
library or user of the record. 
Additional value aiso results since bibliographic record pro- 
viders nsually gener~te 2 variety of print and orher prod- 
ucts for specific member customer libraries, which result in 
additional revenue. As libraries increasingly provide access 
to electronic materials, whether rexi, images, audio or video 
files, the role of the lijrary's catalog to provide accurate 
and rojus? access to this informati03 WEl becoae increas- 
ingly i=portant. Thus, while a library's .;P,ysical collectioc 
z a y  decline in coming years; the value of the library caia- 
log to provide access to both the library's physical coliec- 
tion and to electronic resources wlii only increase. 3nder- 
standing the actual valare of the informatior: components of 
a library's catalog wiii allow librarians rc be better informed 
about the costs and beneflts of maintaining or enhancing a 
library's catalog. G 
[Due t3 space constraints? ali references for this article can 
be found on :he web at www.informationoutiook.corn] 
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Ydhai 1s a &?entar? 
I am sure you all know of the ancient Greek origins of the 
word mentor. Mentor in Homer's Odyssey was the tutor to 
whom King Odysseus entrusted his son Telemachus when 
he went away to fight in the Trojan Wars. Mentor, actually 
Athena, goddess of wisdom, was a wise and capable teacher, 
and taught the p r h e  the skills of leadership, growth, and 
responsibility. 
Today, we think of a mentor as someone who counsels oth- 
ers to grow personally and professionally. Though quite topi- 
cal today, mentoring is not a new concept. It is, however, 
very important today for many in the corporate workplace. 
it is especially so for special librarians and in p a r t i d a r  for 
those xmho are ethnic minorities. 
%kzt $ 3  I4aypanirig $8 i t 8 ~  Corporate Wrkpbace:' 
The corporate workplace is characterized by change. Re- 
cent record stock market and corporate earning highs have 
been achieved through mergers and divestitures, down- and 
right-Sizing, organization restructuring and reengineering, 
etc. WLth this going on, traditional career paths and ladders 
have splintered, if not all but disappeared. Many companies 
have reli~quished their paternalistic responsibility for their 
ernpioyees' life-long careers. This responsibility is now that 
of each individual. 
&hat ts M%ppers%ng a r z  Spachi libra&mh-ip? 
Again, the ciimate in special librarianship is characterized 
by change-breakneck change. The catalyst here is that 
technology-sophisticated and user-friendly electronic infor- 
=ation sources are affecting the traditional function of in- 
formation professionals who now must redefine their roles. 
Technological advances coupled with the fast-paced chang- 
ing corporate environment make it imperative for us, spe- 
cial librarians, to redirect our traditional library skills and 
functions into areas where we can bring the most value to 
our organizations. 
Way i s  ?4ent&ag Impartant for b11e Ethnjc Mfa-iarity? 
The U.S. Bureau of the Census estimates that by the year 
2050 half the population will be ethnic minorities. For our 
future economy to thrive, minorities must be positioned for 
leadership positions in the workplace. Uniortunately, though 
the population is growing more diverse each year, minori- 
ties continue to flail outside the mainstream. While quotas 
and federal watchdogs have tried to increase minority num- 
bers in the workplace, they have not ensured environments 
that promote minority productivity and retention. 
The Federal Glass Ceiling Report of 1995 found that jobs 
filled by minorities typically have short or no career lad- 
ders. Studies continue to show that minorities advance far 
more slowly in their careers than their majority peers do. It 
is clear, then, that in this climate of change in which every- 
one must take control of their own career destiny, minori- 
ties are in an even more precarious situation. 
We must all-men and women, black and white, clerks and 
managers-acquire and retain skills and competencies that 
are transferable. We must be self-motivated, and take a&- 
vantage of processes that will transform our potential into 
career advancement and success. Such a process is 
mento~ng. In this climate of chaage, mentoring can foster 
continuous learning and direct us towards appropriate ca- 
reer challenges that wiHI give us competitive advantage. 
The opportunities for menforship fail into two main catego- 
ries: mentorsirip programs, which are formalzed and struc- 
tured; and personal mentorship, in which participants are 
self-selected and the relationships often occur naturally. 
ownership by contribudng to prograE development and 
impiez~lentation a h  heips ensure effectiveness. 
I./iy ?4e&zlr&ip F r o g r a ~  $kp&z?~ce 
My first experience in a aentoring program is quite re- 
cent. The Scecial Libziries Association Diversity Leader- 
ship Prograax;, has a mentoring component in which %he 
awardees 4den:ified for Ieadership potentiai are assigned 
mentors to help prepare them for ieadewhip positions ir-, 
the association. I was one sf five persons selected for the 
prGgraIE i,9 1938. 
f4entorsRs"p Prsgsanis 
These are typically found in professional organizations, co!- 
Ieges aad universities, and now increasingly in corporate 
and business organizations. Mentoring prograas carefuliy 
watch up mentors with rnentees and provide objectives and 
gsidelims for the relationship. 
Variations include one-oc-one (one aentor, oce mentee), 
group [aore  than one mentor per =entee), and tearr, 
rnenroring (more than one mentee per mentor). Springing 
up now are mentors-for-hire-professionaliy trained =en- 
tors and coaches who for fees provide mentoring services. 
Current technology also now aliows teIementoring programs 
in which   en to ring relationships are not restricted by geo- 
graphical bsundaries. Through telementodng, mentees com- 
manicate with mentors via the Internet or e-mail. 
Corporate America, ~ecognizing that continuous learning is 
criticai to a company's competitive edge, is using mentoring 
as a way to integrate continuoars learning isto coporate 
life. As the population becomes more diverse; it is apparent 
that for a company y:o rerrxiin competitive in the twecty- 
first century, it must tap into the diversity pool. Mmtoring 
programs are quickly becoming the management techniq~e 
used to break down culturai barriers acd foster diverse cor- 
porate environments. Among other benefits, mentoricg pro- 
grams in the corporate world promote teamwork, echance 
employee commitment, heip develop leadership quaiities, 
and cultivate proactivity and creativity. 
The keys to a successful conspacy mentoring program are 
a well planned structure, allocation of adequate time and 
resources, and ongoing organization-wide commitment to 
development. An environment ir, which employees take 
I was assigned to Wilda Newman, a m e ~ b e r  of the §LA 
board of directors wit2 aany years of experience in the as- 
sociarlon. What she did for me make me feel worthy 
and proud. Locking at nr_y §LA track record, a: positions i 
have held on ?he local and divisfoa ieveis, she translated 
my activities into important ski11 sets relevant to potential 
association ieadership positions. A few non:hs into :he re- 
lationship Sylvia Piggott, a celebrated figme in our field and 
a past president of the SLA, volunteered to be my mentor as 
a backup to Newmar,. Though we had only briefly met in 
the past, Piggott identified with =e and chose :c take a e  
under her wing. We fcund that our valrres and interests 
mesined, and our reiatiocship is a perfect example oi the 
merits of self-selection of mentors or Eectees. 
Through my mentors I k id  access rc individuals on national 
§LA comEittees and was ositioned Zo fill a national com- 
zittee spot. While this mentorship program is defined for 
sromotion to SLA leadership, through Ey menrors I have a 
wealth of experience and expertise :o t a  Icto when issnes 
come up in my job 07 when 1 need recommendations on 
resources. The m t a a l  trust and respec: evoked makes for a 
. . irfelong relationship. 
Pe~sand ? ~ ~ R $ o Y s K ~  
Personai mentors are :he mentors we sometimes do not even 
realize we have ur,ti:l we Icok back and see how they influ- 
enced our liie and career. ir: :he workplace this form of 
mentoring has traditionally taken ?lace with a senior man- 
ager spotting a younger worker and zaking it upon kinself 
to nurtare the worker s p  the ladder. For the most park these 
protege x!ationships are found among white male workers. 
Fm successful career building, minorities mus: work hard 
at cultivalirrg such pezsonai mentor relationshi~s. 
information au.tirru% 
Ply Pewmat  Mentoring Experhces  
In a book titled, TAKE ACTION! 18 Proven Strategies for 
Advancing in Today's Changing Business World, authors Su- 
sar, Bixler and Lisa Scherrer describe three types of per- 
sona! mentors or coaches: Zap, Tutor, and Vision. 
.A "Zzu fv?~nr3?'' is one you go to for "spot coaching or in- 
stant insight." This is someone to whom you have limited 
access, sometimes only seeing a few times a year. This is 
often a top executive in your firm, the president of your 
professional organization-someone you can only dream 
about being your day-to-day, one-on-one lifetime mentor. 
This concept broarght to my mind Dr. Lester Pourciau, former 
director of Libraries and Associate Vice President for Aca- 
demic Affairs, University of Memphis. I zapped this man 
whenever I could. A few minutes of his time gave me ex- 
ecutive perspective on run-of-the-mill issues. 
Through this personal mentor 1 had access to non-library 
faculty programs on campus which enhanced my network 
of potential clients. He encouraged me to transform my li- 
brary interests and post-graduate course assignments into 
publications, always sparing a few moments to review my 
work. Slnce I was new to academia, his advice on what 
would contribute best to my tenure package was incredibly 
heipfd, and most of his criticism kept me in line. 
More recently Dr. Maselli, Vice President for Researc5, Grace 
Davison, is another zap coach. Among many organizational 
chaages at W.R. Grace was the dissolution of central re- 
search, the division into which I was originally hired. The 
site where 1 work was taken over by Grace Davison and my 
operation was retzined and absorbed by this division. When 
1 wzs new to Davison, its organization, and its key players, 
making t3e acquaintance of Dr. Maselli proved to be an ex- 
cellent advantage to me. 
Always willing to answer my questions and note my sug- 
gestions, he put my name forward to undertake important 
projects and marketed my skills to prospective clients. He 
challenged me to handle major work assignments and pro- 
moted my capabilities by giving me the opportunity to make 
presentations to the top executives. 
You cannot expect a lifetime commitment from a zap coach 
or mentor, but the occasional piece of advice is often invalu- 
able. Zap mentors are not necessarily in your area of the or- 
ganization but are able to influence the direction of yolrr ca- 
reer. You can have as many as you are able to cultivate. 
ii -'u 3; ,i&;isr is someone you know is more experi- 
enced than you are; someone from whom you can con- 
tinua!:~ learn. You can always reach out for help from this 
mentor when faced with uncertainty and in need of inten- 
sive advice. As you grow, you reach a point when you can 
cut the apron strings and move on to a mentor who better 
meets your needs at your new phase of growth. 
A tutor mentor I had early in my library career was Caren 
Cowhig, was my supervisor at FMC Corporation. I was a 
sponge for everything she had to offer, and she took pride 
in seeing me blossom and grow. She provided me with reai- 
life perspective for papers I wrote as I was finishing up my 
master's degree. She coached me when I was interviewing 
for professional positions, and up until about six years ago 
I kept in constant touch, calling her to bounce ideas off her 
or for technical advice. 
Excellent tutor mentors are experts who can help you hone 
your skills. They may coach you for a well-rounded career 
or for a particular skill to complete your set of skills for 
career advancement. 
A ''7,: 
-. I, rsizn Mzntor" is the all inspiring mentor the one with 
whom there is a "magical chemistry." My aunt, Dr. Letitia 
Obeng, does not dream small, and as far as she is concerned 
no situation is insurmountable. She's a phone call away 
when I am diffident or wary; I need only spend a few min- 
utes with her to feel confident and on track. 
She is not only a personal cheerleader but one who can re- 
late to a variety of situations, emotions, and experiences. With 
a doctorate in aquatic biology, she has taught in academia 
and established an institute in the Ghana Academy of Sci- 
ences. For many years, she was a regional director of the 
United Nations Environment Program. She has experienced 
it all and is empathetic and candid in sharing experiences. 
A Vision Mentor is the one who would be rolled out to the 
world on TV in a production of "This Is Your Life" when 
you become famous. This is the mentor whose vision for 
you is Barge and often greater than you see as realistic. As a 
result of your vision mentor's lifelong sdpport, guidance, 
and belief in you, you are challenged to achieve success. 
HQW Have $ Benefited , fwm Mentorhg? 
Through mentorship, I have had: 
* coaching in areas and skills in which I had no or little 
experience 
friendly sounding-boards to bounce ideas on 
constructive non-threatening criticism to learn from 
encouragement and challenge when I doubted my abilities 
my name put forward to undertake important work as- 
signments and projects 
my skills marketed in my organization 
constant support and advice 
the opportunity to improve on my interpersonal skills and 
e my circle of networking widen. 
Everyone a? any stage of his or her career can benefit from 
a nxntor. Whether or not to have one d q e n d s  on an 
individual's need. Possible occasions ~ a y  include being new 
to an organization, starting a new job within your orgaai- 
zation, starting a new career, beginning a new course of 
study, or feeling unsure about a new technology or task. 
The Role of- the Wmtce 
Mentoring is a two-way street. Mentees play a part in mak- 
ing the relationship beneficial. Do not expect your mentor 
to come charging on a white horse, with armor and iance, 
to provide all the answers and solve all your problems. You 
mxst assume responsibiitty for your own growth and devel- 
opment and be willing to learn and change. Be hcmble and 
realize there is always more to iearn. Find out what your 
nentor wants from the relationship and do your part to 
achieve these goals. If things do not work out with an as- 
signed mentor accept rejection gracefuily~ Inform your men- 
tor of your career aspirations, strengths and weaknesses. Be 
honest and open. Show appreciation for your mentor's ex- 
pertise. Stay in constant twach with your mento?: Above all, 
mentor others. 
@ k e -  to Look far Mentoring Pmgrzm 
Mentoring programs are typically fomd in: 
e Trade and professional organizations 
e Student organizations 
Chambers cf Commerce 
0 Employment agencies 
Sororities and Fraternities 
a Coilege and University Library Schoois 
Where ta  Look for Permrrai Me~tors 
You have control over the choice of a persona: mentor; there- 
fore, be creative, if a role model does not exist in your im- 
mediate area of operalion, find one ir, another. Some sources 
for potential mentors include: 
w former lecturers or teachers 
current or former supervisors and managers 
' 
5 recommendations of work colleagues 
6 colleagues with social expertise 
0 other professional organization members 
e student and alumni organizations 
a participants or presenters at professicnal n?eetings 
5 acqrraintances made at social events, cocktail parties, etc. 
Knaosir-9 a Pcrsarzai, ?4gwnor: 
Ci~oose someone: 
s with whom you feel you have an affinity 
e with w h o a  you share the sa=e basic values and goals 
who is discreet, a good listener and generous with time 
and information 
who has exper?ke in rhe speciaity area of interest to y m  
whetker technicd knowledge or interpersonal sklil. 
Find someone who no? o d y  has a white horse but also rhe 
armor a d  lance; who is no: only supportive and encourag- 
ing but who is abie to challenge you and, ior overall career 
mentoring, look for sor~eone we11 regarded in y m r  fieid/ 
organization with infhence and access to contacts, networks 
and opporhmi:ies. 
it is in~portant hat you be open; do not limit your choice fo 
yonr gender, race, age, or ethnicity, Getticg out of your com- 
fort zone nakes for learning opporl;inities and gaining new 
~Ives. perspec+' 
The information fieid is exciting. As information profession- 
als we possess many of the skills that are necessary ?o thrive 
in this age of information. These ski& ineiude critical &ink- 
ing, problem solving, and commucication and an aviarecess 
of research techniques. These are the skills x-equired to h e 1 ~  
transfczx our comp&:ies into IaowTedge-based orgaaizations. 
Our professior, is defined by our service to our clients. As 
our clients' needs change and the world around us 
changes, so must we. As librarians we must remain mul- 
~idimensional and flexible in order to embrace and sur- 
vive change. To thrive in the workplace we a u s t  reach 
out to others for guidance ~ l r d  support. Melrtorship rela- 
tionships provide us with conrinnity as we move into each 
new ghase in our careers. C 
GZms Ceiling Commfssicn 1995 Report. Washington, D.C., 
Glass Ceiling Commission, U.S. Labor Department, 1995. 
Hagevlk, Sandrz. "What's a Mentor, VCho's a MextoR" iwnr- 
noL of Emironmentai Health7 October 1998, v. 51 no, 3, p. 59. 

Ruth A. Kneale is Gemini/JAC Librarian. She may be reached at  rkneale@gernini.edu. The Jofnt Astronomy Centre 
rnanoges the James Clerk Mmwe!l Telescope and the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope and is on estoblfshrnent of the 
Particle Physics and Astronomy Research C~uncil, operated in partnership with Canoda and the Nerher!ands~ 
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In May of 1999, 1 received my Master's in library acd in- 
formarion sciences from the University of Arizona, and im- 
mediately after graduation moved to Hilo, Hawaii to take 
on the mantle of librarian for the Gemici Observatory. 
Shortly before my arrival, the Joint Astronomy Centre 
(JACJ , which is located next door to the Gemini base facil- 
ity in Bilo, had returned their ten percent part-time librar- 
ian to full-ti~xe astronomy research. Since Gemini and ?he 
JAC had a previously established shared-resource agree- 
ment, they asked if I would also manage their library as 
well. Evidently, the SAC hadn't had an actual librarian re- 
sponsible for their library for several years; instead, they 
used individuals talented in multi-tasking from the as- 
tronomy and software staff. These people did a phenom- 
enal job faced with both the lack of professional library 
training and the minimal time they were allocated to spend 
on the library (I shudder to think of what the room would 
have been Iike without their efforts!). 
It was ciear on my initial evaluation of the room that some 
serious work needed to be done. The JAC library, like the 
institution it serves, is twenty years old and has over 6,000 
volumes krimarily monographs and bound serials). The 
680 square fcot rocm had one elderly dehumidifier that 
was often turned off by the infrequent patrons because cf 
the "loud noise" and no air purifiers. Serials had been added 
to the library shelves as they arrived by the administrative 
assistants, but no monographs had been put in the roorn 
for almost a year, and the catalog had not been updated in 
even longer. 
-.%: i ne .Fv5bbnl 
The very first, im-,ossible-to-miss indication that there was 
a seriom problem was the pervasive odor throughout the 
roon. Upon cIoser inspection, mold was visible on a ma- 
jority of the books and bound journals. The second prob- 
lem was the sheer disarray of the room. Books were kap- 
hazardty shelved, and there was a lot of non-library mate- 
rial being "stcred" in the room. Staff members had been 
avoiding the library for months; in the disarray they 
couldn't find anything, and the atmosphere made some 
people physically ill. 
A plan was needed, but to create a plan, research had to be 
conducted into what other libraries had done when faced 
with a similar problem. To my dismay, most of the informa- 
tion I found recommended that items that had become in- 
fested with mold (or mildew) simply be throw-n away and 
replaced. That was not an option here; typically, small obser- 
vatory libraries like the JAC don't have $500,000 (a conser- 
vative estimate of the total replacement materials cost) to 
spend on replacing all their books. Ideas had been bandied 
about when I was in school, among them the use of bleach 
and even microwaves, but I couldn't find a single article or 
paper on the topic. I searched in back issues of both Ameri- 
can Libraries and Information Dutiook, and I looked online 
for anything about mold in libraries or cleaning mold from 
books to no avail. So I did some tests and formulated what I 
hoped would be a comprehensive plan of attack. 
;.;;cs .: : 5 :n 
Sd. 
I took a duplicate volume of a bound jomnal and experi- 
mented with different strengths of diluted bleach on it until 
I found one that seemed to clean away the mold but did not 
fade, mar, or otherwise damage the binding and cover that 
I could see (two cups of bleach in 1.5 gallons of water, a 
ratio of 1:12). Eight two-gallon p1as:ic buckets, four gallons 
of Clorox bleach, five cans of Lysol, and several boxes of 
plastic gloves and protective masks were bought, and vol- 
unteers were solicited from the Centre staff. 
Every book, every shelf, every surface would be cleaned- 
and this would require a tremendous amount of physical 
effort (as most of us know, moving books can be quite a 
workout!), unpleasant odors, and discomfort. I was aston- 
ished and very pleased at the high number of volunteers. 
Even though they knew the amount of work involved, we 
had six to ten people working for the first three days and 
had to turn away help on the fourth. 
-:.' ,:. a .:.. -> :.'t.,.* .. c .  ..! , .a .~. - 
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On Monday, December 24,  1999, we began our assault on 
the shelves. Each team m e ~ b e r  wore plastic gloves and pro- 
tective face masks for the first two days to help prevent the 
dcst and other contaminants we were stirring up from hdg- 
ing in our 'lungs. Buckets were filled with the diluted bleach 
solution and placed around the room, as were trash bags. 
The firs: step was removing the books from the shelves onto 
a working area. Then the shelves w s e  remsved and wiped 
down with a wet cloth. The bookcase walis were wiped down 
as well, and then the shelves were returned to dry. For the 
books themselves, usfng a lightly d a ~ q e n e d  cloth, voiun- 
teers first wiped the outside covers of the book, the spine 
(paying attention to lime joint), and the fore-edges. The in- 
side boards and paste-downs [front and back] were gently 
wiped, and the book checked for further invasive d a ~ a g e ,  
insects, and any other probiems. The books were set up- 
right with the covers opened in a V, aliowing air drclrlaticn 
to dry them. Once the books were dry, they were re-shelved, 
2nd that shelf was flagged as finished. 
Urrfortunately, fifty-focr volumes were so badly damaged 
that they were deemed a lost cause. These volumes were 
stacked in a separate area of the room, and once the teaE 
had gone through ail the shelves and books, these books 
were wrapped in plastic and boxed for disposai. Replace- 
rnents are curre~tly being sought from other observatory 
libraries, as reprints or replacements for these volumes are 
no Longer available fro= the pzblisher. 
Tkis process of cleaning books and shelves took three days 
total. On the third day, while some peopie finished the books, 
others cleaned the windowsilis, desks, tables, and ceiling 
vents. On the fourth day, the last of the d A ~  bocks Miere re- 
shelved, the upholstered chairs were cleaned and vacuumed, 
the carpets were cleaned, and two new air purifiers and a 
new dehumidifier were placed in the room and turned on. 
(The existing dehumidifier earas labeled with a "PPlease do 
not turn this off" sign as well.) This was before the three- 
dajr New Year's weekend, so the carpet and uphois~eryi had 
three fulI days is dry before anyone wouid be using the 
library. 
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The results were astonrshing! Upon the return ro normal 
operations oa Monday, January 3, 2000,1 ~nocnted a poster 
ir, the library thanking all the voimteers. I also sen: an 
e-ma2 to the entire 5AC staff i n f o r ~ i n g  the= sf our efforts 
and inviting them to visit the newly cleaned and arranged 
library. In the months since that rime, 3 have kept a ciose 
eye on the library and have found s o  instacces of a return 
of mold or mildew The two dehu~idifiers and two air puri- 
fiers run constantly, and rhe room tezperature has >em 
lowere6 (the library is now kept at 75°F and 70% hnmid- 
i:y) . The room is noticeably drier, the offensive smell is gone, 
and I am happy to say t5at people are actually using the 
library now, not just for a quick grab-a-book-and-go :Jut as 
a work and research faciiitji 
Since beginning this task, I have ieamed a great deal about 
conserving library ressurces asd where to find excelient 
icforzation to do so. My mistake was in searching geaeral 
library resources and information, cor speci5caIIy for pres- 
ervation and conservation issues. Since this effort. ! have 
found many resources specifically for dealing with nold 
and mildew. and I highly recomme~d Stanfordes "'Conser- 
vation Online" section on mold @aEirr,psest.stacznf~rd.~dez] 
for a good overview of xiold recovery in a library. I recon?- 
mend that every fibradan, no matter how large or small 
ycur library, be aware of the insidiousness of these organ- 
isms, and have a Disaster Recovery Plan of one kind or an- 
other {even if it's j3st a set of bookmarks:. E a h  believe we 
can all benefit from the slse of volunteers in our libraries. 
The 2AC volunteers have 2 xore  &direct involvement wit5 
their library through :heir effor':s, and using volunteers fmm 
your patron group insrills a sense of ownership in the= of 
the li5rary. 
Happily, H have since found t1;:at a y  plan of at~ack was a cor- 
rect procedure to foliow, a& I have r,ot condemned :he hooks 
to a long and lingerkg death. The task has been ex&remeiy 
satisfyring on several ieveIs to retu;q L%s libra~y to usefulness, 
especialiy as a beginning io my career as a librarian. 
>\: ;.b:!~,;,y<~L:e;e.:3$*%-,:.~. 
My deepest thanks ro Andy Adamson, Fred Baas. Doug 
CaldweiI, Zean Chiar, Donna DeLorrr:, Vernon DeMattas, 
Marge Dougherty, Per Fiberg, Olga Kuhn, Wendy Light, 
Dave Logan, Anna Lncas, Kev!n O'Connell, Neil Oliveira, 
iarr & Chris Robson, Dean Schutt, Ed Sison, Hekr  Sr.ith, 
Jay Tsutsumi a36 Watson Qarricattu. Withcut these volun- 
teers this job would kave been muck, much harder znd tagen 
a z u c h  longer tme. G 
l N F O R M A T l O Y  1 N T E G R : T Y  
i n i e i i i g e n t ! y  o r g a n i z e d  r e l e v a n t  p u r e  a c c u r a t e  c u r r e n t  b a l a n c e d  f a i r  
Y E S !  
B u s i n e s s  r e s e a r c h  j u s t  b e c a m e  a  - w h o l e  l o t  e a s i e r  
Gain quick and easy access to accurate, up-to-date company and 
indus-q information in a single comprehensive source with 
Bmhess d~ Company Resource C a w .  Featuring athoritative 
- I hornson Financial Securities Data content, this diverse 
knowledge b s e  indudex 
Investexr" (ASCII) reports 
Comprehensive financial overviews 
Twecty ainute delzyed stock quotes 
C o ~ p a n y  performance ratings 
Current investment ratings 
* First Cdi consensus estimates 
* CDPJlcvestnet insider buying and selling activity 
CDAiSpecnum major shareholders 
Finamid ratios 
* And more 
YOUR BEST SOURCE FOR 
DEPENDABLE BUSINESS 1NFORMATION 
Oser your users the ideal business database that zl!ows &em 
:o efficiently research new career opportunities, business case 
studies, competitive intelligence or gain ezsy access to a wide 
variety of global business coverage. This comprehensive 
database provides valuable informarion on company profiles, 
industry rankings, products and brands, stock prices, 
corporzte chronologies and hisrories, business jcurnd news 
and analysis, and more. 
For more information on Bminess & Company Resowrce 
Center, or to ser up your free 30-day trial, mention code 
GAD26300 when you call your Gale Group Xeepresentative 
at 1-800-877-GALE. Or, visit us on the Web at 
www.galegroup.corniBusinessRC. 
C o r n p r c h c n s i v e  c o v e r a g e  A u t h o r i t a t i v e  c o n t e n t  G a l e  G r o u p  q u a l i t y  
Y i x i t  u s  a t  www.galegraup.com/BusinessRC 
JOY f r e e  t r i a l !  
More than a year after enactment of 
the Digital MilIenniurn Copyright Act 
CDMCA), two cases have been decided 
under the Act's anti-circumvention 
provisions. The DMCA, discussed in 
previous columnsi, was signed into 
law on October 28, 1998, and was 
effective immediately. Both new cases 
have implications for libraries 
including those in the for-profit sector. 
Kelly v. Arriba Soft C o p 2  was decided 
in December 1999. It held thar the 
display of "thumbnail images,' in a 
visud search engine was fair use and 
did not violatate the D-MCA, The plaintiff, 
Kelly, is a photographer who 
maintained two web sites that 
contained some of his copyrighted 
photographs. The web sites were used 
primarily to promote Kelly's book and 
kns business of hosting corporate 
retreats. The defendant, now Ditto jut 
formerly known as Arriba Soft, 
operated a visual search engine. When 
+&e search engine was used to search 
for various images it returned the 
results as Lhmbnail images as opposed 
to text files. A user of the search engine 
then could click on the thumbnail 
image and see a idl-size version of the 
image along with information such as 
a descriptionr of the size of Cbe image 
and ar, addmss for the originating web 
site. Ditto placed about Liirty-five of the 
plaintiff Kelly's images in its database. 
Kelly sued for copyright infringement 
and violation of the anti-circumvention 
provisions of the DMCA. 
The court applied the four fair use 
factors to reach its ccncksion. The 
first factor, purpose arcd chamcter of 
the use, focuses on whether rhe use is 
commercial or educational. Here, the 
court found that the use was 
commercial in that Ditto operates a 
conmerciai web site, b~t there was no 
special exploitation of the images. 
Inslead, the images reproduced as 
tfiambnafi images were a result of the 
seazch engine's indiscriminate way of 
~atkerlng images. The court held that 
d 
the use rhus was less exploitative of 
copyrighted works tSan one normally 
sees in commercial use infringement 
cases. Most significantly, the 
transformative nature of Meily's 
images favored Ditto. In other words, 
accordicg to the court, Ditto did cot 
use the images in the way that Kelly 
intended the original images to be 
used. Those images were artistic 
works to be used for iliustrative 
2urposes. Dixo's search engine, 
however, was designed to "catalog and 
improve access to images on the 
Inteernet." Thus: the character of 
Ditto's use of the images was found 
to be functional and not aesthetic. 
Fair use factor two, nature of the 
copy~girted work. weighs against a 
finding of fair use. Factuai works have 
grea?er fair use rights than do creative 
works. Here; the phorograhs are 
creative works as opposed to factual. 
The third factor, a m o u n t  aiad 
szrbstantidity used, Is also m t  in the 
defendant's favor since Ditto's search 
engine reproduced the entire 
photograph; in other words, one- 
huadred percenr of the work as 
opposed to a smal! portion. The fourrh 
factsr, effect oc the potential market 
fir or value of the aork. favored the 
defendant Ditto despite Kelly's 
allegation that Ditto's ase had harmed 
the market for his wsrks because it 
permitted users to copy the 
photogragins and use them without 
permission. The court found that there 
was no evidence af harm ro Kelly's 
rmrket~ In :act, Keiby' s images were 
vulnerabie 2.3 infringement because 
they were dispiayed on web sites. So, 
factors one acd fenr favored rhe 
defendant, whi!e two and three 
favored the plaintiff. The court the3 
balanced the factors and found that 
the first factor was the =ost izqortant 
in this case a ~ d  that defendant's 
conduct was fair use. On the DhEA 
anti-circur;.xentim claiim, [he CCUIT~  
fomd that Section 1202 of the DMCA, 
which governs the integrity of 
copyright managernex information 
and its unkwfui renmm: frcm ccogies, 
was inapplicable. Kelly ciaimed that 
the text surroucding the photographs 
contained the copyrighi notice, but the 
notice did no: a,pear sn  the izxges 
themselves on i;is web site. Thus, the 
defendant did not remove the 
copy~ght management infsrrs,agion in 
contravention of the law. Further, t5e 
court held that users of the defendant's 
search engine were no more likely tc 
infringe copyright than were other 
users of Kelly's web site. The 
defenda~t had no reasonable grouncs 
"L h o w  that it would cause Users to 
infringe copyright. 
The second case, S'niversol SPudios Y. 
Reimerdes3, cozce-med the distribution 
of software that defeats the copy 
protection scherm s n  digital versatile 
disks (DVBsj . The software had Seen 
zlvailabk on vahous Internet web sites, 
Universal an6 seven other rn-ajor 
not ion  p:cture stsdios saughr a 
preliminary irnjunctka tc. require the 
removal of t2e software from the 
hternet, and the judge agreed, 3VDs 
7 7 -  dae a technological prorection de-vice 
Thanks to all who stopped by and 
visited with us ic Philadelphia. 
We appreciate your continued support. 
called the Content Scramble System 
[CSS) which is an encqption scheme 
&at allows a proper DVD player to 
play but not copy the digitized motion 
picture or other images on H%VD disk. 
Developrnenr of CSS accounts for the 
tremendous growth of DVCs which 
were first introduced in the United 
States in 1996. By the time of the case, 
over 4,000 motion pictures had been 
released in DVD format at the rate cf 
forty per month. 
In late 1993, a group of "'hackers" 
hacked CSS and began to offer over the 
Internet DeCSS, a software utility that 
enables users to break the CSS copy 
protection system, decrypt the 
copyrighted motion picture on DVD 
without authority of the copyright 
holder, and make unauthorized copies. 
Plaintiffs sued under Section 
1201 (a) (2) of the DMCA, which 
prohibits among other things the 
mauthorized offering oi products thar 
circumvent technologicd protections 
that copyight holders use to con?;roI 
access to copyr@ted works. Defendast 
Reimerdes argued t h ~ t  if the DeCSS 
software fell within -the type of device 
prohi'iited under the DMCA, various 
exer~ptions applied. The cour? found 
*at DVD was covered 3y %he statu?e, 
and no aenpfions applied. 
Defendant also claimed fair use. The 
court held that rhere is no fair nse in 
the DMCA; if there was such, then 
Congress would haire said so. (This 
particular statement is iikeIy to 
generate a great deal of controversy.] 
Nor, according to the court, is :here 
any First Amendment objection to 
dissemination. Defendat clahed that 
DeCSS is speech protected Sy the First 
iemendmnent, Sul the court said it was 
far from clear that this was protected 
speech at a. In g r m k g  the p r e l h i n q  
injunction, +-he court stated that the 
DMCA is a tool to protect copyright in 
fhe &gikd age, and wiwithsut limits on 
software and ether devices such as 
DeCSS, fhe protections provided by the 
DMCA would be medngless. 
See Copyright Corner for Marc5 - 
June, 1999. 
77 F. Supp.26 1116 cC.9. Cal. 3999:. 
82 F. Supp.2d 211 (S.D.N.Y- XIDO). 
SLA's leadership will congregate 
January 25-27, 
in historic Savannah, GA, USA 
to hone leadership skills and take 
I 
care of" vital association business, 
V&ik ther2, see the sights of John Berendt's best-seiIicg bcck, "Midaighr i;z the Ga~&a ojGsad a d  zdvd," and 
subsequent film starring CEint E2srwoad, historic Sonthern zrchitecture. riirerbcats, and near'oy Eeashrs. 

Software agents, intelligent agents, 
autonomous agents, information 
filtering agents, matchmaking agents, 
and buying and selling agents-these 
are just a subset of terms used to 
identify a user defined program that 
automates our interactions on the web. 
The expalrding array of terms and the 
possibilities they bring to mind is 
almost dizzying. They also capture our 
imagination with the notion of being 
able to instruct a piece of software to 
automatically carry out user-speciffed 
tasks and repert back with a nseable 
solution. But what are intelligent 
agents, wfmjr are they becoming wore 
important and how might they assist 
in many of our mundane, and not so 
mundane everyday tasks? 
ZntelGigent Agent-Befinitions 
MXT Media Laboratory's Software 
Agents Group defines agents as  
"computer systems to which one can 
delegate tasks" noting that they "differ 
from conventional software in that 
&ey are long-lived, semi-autonomous, 
proactive; and adapti~e."~ To flesh out 
MiT's definition of agent technology, 
think about some of the tasks an agent 
might carry out: They can make airline 
reservations, order new books from an 
online store, find out about the latest 
song from a favorite musician, or 
monitor stock portfolios. They can 
scour the Internet to find information 
for m. Sane of the more sophisticated 
software agents under development 
cart negotiate the purchase a8 raw 
materials for a factory, schedule 
kctory production, negotiate delivery 
schedules with a customer's software 
agent, or automate the billing process. 
Intelligent soitware agents act on 
behalf of the user to find and filter 
informarion, negotiate for services, 
easily automate complex tasks, or 
collaborate with other software agents 
to solve complex problems. Pattie 
Maes, associate professor at MlT's 
Media Laboratory and founder of the 
Software Agents Group, uses the 
metaphor of the personal assistant to 
describe these assistants. The agent 
collaborates with the user in the same 
work envi ronxent ,  becoming 
gradually more effective as it learns 
the user's interests, habits, and 
preferences (as well as those of his or 
her comnunity) .2 She also makes the 
dlstincrion that, as with human-to- 
h m a n  interaction, the assistant isn't 
always initially helpful to the 
 employer^ Tkis is largely due to the 
assistant's unfamiliarity wirh the work 
habits and preferences of the 
employer. Over time, and wirh 
additional exposure to rhese 
fundamentals, the assistant gradually 
becones  more competent and 
therefore useful. 
What 21s If 
that Makes Them lnteMgeur"9'B 
In its white paper on Intelligent 
Software Agents, Reticular Systems 
states that software cosnsW5;ctions must 
meet several criteria in order to be 
considered an agent. They Pmst be 
autonomous-free to, and abie to 
execute without user intervention. 
Additionally, they must be able to 
comnunicate with other sokwax or 
human agents and Eus i  have the 
ability tc perceive and monitcr the 
environment in which they reside. 
With the understanding of w-ha; an 
agent is, we can now look to what 
makes them i~telligent. Researchers in 
the field have differem views as to 
what makes an agent intelligent. Most 
agree though that to be fntelligent, 
agenrs must indude the ability to 
operare in real-tine and communicate 
:.sing natural Language. Along with 
this, they rnusi be able to learn frow 
their envfmnment and be capable of 
adaptive goal-oriented behavior. Ian 
other words, intelligent agents need 
to work together on a user-specified 
problem when toid to do so and must 
be abie to do this successfully in a 
dynamic environment. Importantiy, 
the agent must canmunicate to the 
user, in a language he or she 
understands, thar the task has beer, 
successfully cox~le ted  or that it has 
beer, otherwise terminated. 
C ~ m e w t  Trends art8 Apg?ticahfons 
When many of us hear a k u t  agents, 
we associate these with robots, and 
from there it is an easy jump to robots 
and search engines. Generaliy, we 
know that search engines use softw-are 
robots to survey the web and build 
their databases, There are mazy who 
believe agents and their ability to 
automate search processes are the 
future of search engines. With agent 
technoiogy, a user might run a search 
and instruct the search engine's agent 
to alert the user when new indexed 
irems are added to the darabase. This 
effectively takes a static system and 
wakes it a more dynamic, sser-driven 
iniorrnation resonxe. 
There are other applications though 
which also IenC themselves to 
execution by intelligerit agents. For 
instance, agents can automate some 
information sutlask 
Every day you nave questions 
to answer. information to 
mamage. Decisions to make. 
Kipiinnnr h 5 tycl B U S ~ ~ ~ S S  Forecasts 
(KBFJ is the online resource that 
provides yci; with the strategic 
insight and advamce knowledge 
ycu need 10 keep your company 
or! the path to success. 
KBF is a new web-based 
business, econcmic, and public 
pciicy forecasting service. 
The content is broad and 
deep. The forecasts are timely, 
accurate, and retiable. The 
navigation is smooth and easy. 
And the data is dynamic. 
KBF reduces research time 
and provides vital information to 
help your cornpay stay ahead 
of the competition. 
Try KBF a: no risk 
and no cost. Gc to 
KiplingerForecasts.com/trial 
today for a FREE, NC- 
OBLIGATION, 'I &DAY 
TRIAL or contact Faui Vizza 
or Craig McKinnis at 
202-887-5504 
for more information. 
of the more mundane tasks we perfom 
hundreds of times a day. E-mail is an 
excellent example of where agects can 
automate work in  a n  everyday 
environment. Intelligent agents can 
learn to prioritize, delete, forward, 
sort, and archive mail messages on 
behalf of the user. By monitoring how 
the user interacts with e-maii, the 
agent can learn how to handle similar 
mail in the future. 
Patti Mass expanded on this scenario 
by noting that If the user saves a 
particular electronic mail message 
after having read it, the mail agent 
adds a description of Phis slkiation and 
the action taken by the user to its 
memory of examples. Keeping track 
of the sender and receiver of a 
message, keywords in the Subject: line, 
whether the message has been read, 
and so on are other tasks to track, 
restaurant in rhe neighborhood, or 
that the driver is interested in antique 
shops. An appropriate vendor agent 
response might be: "Take the next 
exit, turn right on Rouw lii, prcceed 
orre mile and you will find an antique 
store that is currently opec. The Blue 
Grotto Italian restaurant is one 
quarter mile south of the store." 
Carnegie Meiron's Matchxaker  
program would seem tc work hand- 
in-hand with a system like Gafialk. 
This sysrem is being developed to 
kelp agents find each other. 
Matchmaker makes connections 
betweer, agenrs that request services 
and agents % h a  provide services. 
When the Matchmaker agerrt receives 
a query from a user or: a ~ o t h e r  
software agent ,  it searches its 
agent conpares the new situation with 
the memorized situations and acts on 
this mail in a nanner consistent with 
what the user has done in the pas: 
with sirniiar mail. 
Another interesting futrrristic 
application is the Cartalk system 
described by Alexandros Moukas and 
Giorgos Zacharia of ME.  This use of 
agents would help drivers with their 
shopping needs and interests.  
Moukas and Zacharia envisicil 
automobiles as broadcast centers 
programmed with a set of user 
interests ranging from fosd likes to 
s h c p p ~ n g  preferences. Lscal 
businesses would have agents 
programEed to receive these 
broadcasrs. Both consumers' and 
vendors' agents would act in concert 
to  provide just-in-time shopping 
information to tke  driver. For 
example, the car may broadcast that 
rhe driver is hoping to find an Italian 
The 1n"cefneYc 9 a t u r ~  B i v m  
5y &sent Istetractitln 
The future of inreMgent agents, and 
oar inreractions with them, creates a 
dichotony of promise and discomfort. 
02 one hand, as agents become more 
sophisticated, iarger nnmbers sf 
people sYiii have access to agent-6r3veiz 
suppox staffs. This type of support 
=igkt today be zest coxmonly 
associated with society's elite. With 
the aid of intelligent agent technoiogy, 
more of us will be empowered with 
the ability to find and use infomarion 
r2an a; any time in the past. On the 
other hand, the past few pears have 
seen the pmiiferation of maBicious 
viruses and worms that wreak havoc 
en  the Internet. Will ageilts and 
ageilcies be developed to facilitate the 
continuation of this trsubiesone 
aonducr azd wiil other agencies arise 
to combat them! Agents also stme 
information about tfreir zrsexs so a 
natural concern is the pr~tection sf 
privacy. The lisr of positives and 
negatives can grow to extraordinary 
lengths. The one constant, thoug5, is 
that, for better or worse, intelligent 
agents wiii play a signiiicaxt role in 
the deveiopment of the InW-net and 
our ir,teractions in that environment. 
Z Software Ageilts Group of the MIT 
Media Laboratory. Web page 
accessed: 13 May 2@00.  http:// 
agen t s .www.rned ia .n i t . edu /  
groups/agents/. 
2 Maes, Pattie. Age~ t s  that Reduce 
Work and Information Overload. 
Web page accessed: 13 .May 2000. 
http://pattie. wtvwmedia.=it.edu/ 
peopie/pattie/CAGM-94/CACM- 
94431 .htn.i. 
dztabase for a registered agent that I j 
can fulfili the incoming request. In j gar more ?n%rmation, 
c ~ q t a s t  Tim WcWahcn When a new sitiiatlon occurs, such as tkiis way, Matchmaker serves as a ! 
(wm@arns.org) a message arriving, the agent tries to liaison between a n  agent tkat  
predict :Re user's actions based on the requests se,vice and an agent that can 
exampies store$ in its memory. The fnifili requests for services. .i 
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mrwatters 
A New Era 
When I was elected to serve as 
association treasurer, one of my first 
thoughts was, "What will my first 
Money Matters column be abouti" I 
view this column as a wonderful 
vehicle to communicate with and 
educate the membership regarding key 
operational issues affecting the 
association. Well, some time has 
One of the ex-officio roles of the 
association treasurer is to chair the 
finance comrr..ittee. As the association 
expands its membership and the 
programs and services offered, the 
budget of the association grows as a 
result. The responsibility of the finance 
committee in guiding this growth is 
increasingly important. 
The committee is comprised of five 
members. The chair is the association 
treasurer, serving a three-year term. 
One of the remaining four members 
is also a member of the board of 
directors. Three members are 
members-at-large, each appointed for 
;::::;;;ov·er.lai)])lng terms of two years each. 
overlapping terms provide the 
; much needed continuity considering 
.. ;. at any given time the committee 
·; )is examining at least five fiscal years 
transpired since the day the election 
results were announced and I have 
been busy with the initiation into my 
new role. I am dedicating my first 
column to providing you information 
about my role as treasurer, my 
background, and my perspectives. 
information outLook 
making recom.'Uendations to the 
.·. board for long-term financial growth 
and stability. 
e finance committee provides 
eral oversight of all financial 
·''"''''"-'"''r" and determines the long-term 
a"'~L'''"'''~' implications of leadership 
ecisions and initiatives. It is, 
re, not by chance that the 
''''Y'o"'o"'"".,. is a member of the strategic 
g and association office 
committees. The treasurer 
the responsibility to ensure that 
the finance committee is accountable 
for its fiduciary responsibilities, and 
that the association budget reflects the 
long-term goals set by the strategic 
plan and by the board of directors. 
Because the officer election process 
has been moved to the beginning of 
t.~e year, 1 was fortunate to be able to 
attend the spring meeting of the 
finance committee. It was good to see 
how the committee functions and how 
past treasurer Dick Wallace ran the 
meeting. In addition to gaining good 
_practical experience, I got to know the 
committee members and staff better. I 
was impressed with how important 
the committee really is, overseeing the 
management of millions of dollars 
worth of investments and operating 
budgets, as well as representing the 
membership and making key 
recommendations to the board in 
funding matters. Much of the material 
reviewed is more "nuts and bolts" than 
in many other committees I've been 
on, or much of what the board deals 
with. Much of it seems like prudent 
business decisions rather than more 
abstract goals, vision, priorities, ete, 
Having our top professional 
investment managers meeting with us 
brought home to me the seriousness 
of our charge. 
1 have prepared myself for this role 
through my job and past readership 
positions within SLA, In my 
employment as director of news 
research and archiving at The San 
Francisco Chronicle, which is nearly 
a 24/7 operation, I supervise thirteen 
people and manage a budget of more 
than $1 million. Beside supervising 
news research and archiving, my 
duties include evaluation, selection, 
and negotiation of biggish contracts 
for access to research databases for 
our whole news operation. Some 
additional duties include being the 
key contact for marketing our digital 
assets and handling copyright, 
reprints and permissionso We have 
nearly one million news stories and 
200,000 digital photographs in our 
archive. I negotiate our "information 
provider" contracts with online 
vendors. Legal contracts don't scare 
me-I've spent a lot of time reading 
and editing theml 
Within SLA X have worked my way 
up throngh a familiar ladder of 
assignments, beginning first in the 
news division as a committee member 
and then chair, to treasurer and then 
chair of the division. At the chapter 
Ieoel, it was a similar progression to 
position of president. At the same time 
1 became an association committee 
member and then a chair. Soon I was 
elected to the board of directors where 
1 served fmm 1993 ro 1996. Now that 
I'm treasurer, I am once again on the 
board and as mentioned above serve 
in various ieadership capacities which 
add additional responsibilities in 
setting &e course for our organization. 
1 feel &at 1 have learned much in my 
many years of experience in SLB and 
now is :he time to offer back what I've 
learned. 
Over the years, one thing I've learned 
is that there are limits to what you can 
expect volunteers in an organization 
to accomplish. Yes, there are the 
occasional superstars who reach the 
unreachable, but by and large, we are 
mostly over committed information 
professionals with hardly an iota of 
"spare time." This is why I appreciate 
our professionai staff at headquarters. 
They allow us to chart the vision, set 
the priorities, but they are there to put 
the meat on the visionary bones. We 
need to work together closely with 
them, guide and nurture them, to 
make sure our goals are met, if not 
exceeded, in our quest for excellence. 
I look forward to my term as treasurer 
and serving the membership. I realize 
that not all of the decisions regarding 
the finances of the association are 
always popular ones but I assure you 
that a great deal of time, effort, and 
planning goes into each. 9 will use this 
column as a communications tool to 
keep you informed and solicit your 
input. Please feel free to contact me 
directly. 
! For more information, contact Richard Geiger, §LA Treasurer 
(geigerr@sfgate.corn) 
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As iibraries ixreasingiy provide access to 
electronic ~aterials,  whether text, images, 
audio or video fiies, the role of the library's 
catdog :o provide accurate and robes? access 
to this information will become iccreasingiy 
important. Thus, while a iibraxy's ghysical 
collection may decline in cornkg years, the 
value of the iibrary cataIog to provide access 
to both the iibrarfs phys id  cdiec3or, m d  
to electronic resources will only increase. 
Understanding the actual value of the 
kfornalion conqonents of a 1firz-y'~ catalog 
will allow Iibrarians to be beser informed 
about the costs and benefits of maintaining 
or enhancing a liDra2y's catalog, 
$~~.tt~~t:rg.--Pe::~j~:::i &d&,i.ga 
36 B %iy&al :f.,&~lii,xi~?. 
?&an %+. q.,iirrnr:.c, 
d,>.." J.*r,e%* ..* \,. --y' 
What many successfd professionals have ir, 
common is that thq & not clclsi~~e szrccess 
by themselves. Along the way, they have 
sought and received a lot of help from other 
successful peop!e-nzerrtors. We must all- 
men and women; black a d  white: clerks and 
managers-acquire and retain skills and 
competencies that are bransfera5le. We nust  
be self-motivated and take advantage of 
processes that will tracsiom cur potential 
into career adva~cenenr,: and scccess. Snch 
a process is mentoring. Ix this climate of 
change, mentoring can foster continilocs 
learning and direct us towards appropfiate 
career chdenges fkat will give us competitive 
advmtage, 
*.. 
,:zi tr,&r;: &. lai, fiiE: c,;n$ E$.bE::ke;.a/as 
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A medida qur las bibliotecas proporeionan 
cada vez mds el acceso 2 materiaies 
electr6nicos, que sean :exto, imSgenes; 
archivos en an& o video, el p22el de! fickero 
biblictecario de proporcionar c n  accesc 
preciso y fcerle a esta informzcion se 
convertirg cada vez m6s impasante, ?or 
consigniente, mientras la coieccion dsica de 
una bijiioteca psdria ir disclinnyendc en 10s 
ados que viesec, el vaior del fichero 
Zbiictecaric, proporcicn$r,dole acceso a 
ambos ia colecci6n Ssica y los recursos 
eiectrtnicos, solo aur:ectard. Entendiendo 
ei valor verdaderc &e ios componentes 
infom-ativos del Echero de una bihiiotecz, 
pernitirz q w  13s bibIi3tecarios est6n mejor 
infonnados sobre el coste y ios Senefidos Se 
mactener c reaiza? el fickro bibfioteca&. 
kg.-5urarrdn -:&':e::iac" y : ; i g ~ 3 - . . : ~ 1 ~  s g y:::, 
.,. ::r,g~a&a:a;ia : . * ~spsc',a( 
pr:r ?&$ ,?an&$. &art(y 
Lo que iienen en cocl6n mucfics de las 
profesionales pr6speros es qxe, no liegan a 
alcamar ek @xito por si solss. Par ei camino 
han soEci?ado y recibido n;acha a y ~ d z  de otra 
Tersonas exitosas -10s asesores. Todos, 
hombres y mujeres; cegrcs y 5iancos; 
secretaries y administradcres, tenenos que 
adqnirir y conservzr las habilidades y 
aptkdes qxe se pueden traspasar. Tenemos 
qrre xotivarnos per auestra cirecta, y 
aprovecha~nos de Ics procesos q s e  
transfornar& nuesiro &uro en avanzar la 
profesi6n y prosperar. Ei messramiento es 
tai proceso. En este ciima de czm>ic, el 
asesoraGezto prrede pmmover 22 aprenclizaje 
continuo y dirigirnos hacia desafios de !a 
profesih apropiados, oye xos p r ~ ~ ~ o r d o n e  
ventaj as ccmgetitivas. 
,. .. . -..  -.>* J s s  ;.. '..." ,,---*,: ;". :.i*.::-"'>,*.-. 
h.5.- :ihi::ii~ rr-i r ~ . C n . , v t $ l ~ r .  ~d r/.,+1~.1::i~rqi?& 
-,-.- :.-* -T..*r+pi*-s. 
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A.J far ei nes-sre qce ies bi5iiothPques 
5omeront de pius en pias ace& a - a  mnrate5a:z 
Sedaa iqws  (5cPAers texte, image, an& oi? 
vid6oj, !e catzlogxe de ia bi~UotSq~le jmera 
un r81e de $xs en plus irAgortanr qumd O 
s'agia de foumir un accPs exaa d p d s s a t  A 
ceee Lsfomz50n. h s i ,  alas qu'li est possible 
qile iz coliedon physique de ia bibEothetp 
diminue clans les mriees 2 verir, la valeur dc 
catalogue de la bibliothe~ue want  h ia 
f01;Lmihre d accPs 2 Ia coileelion physicue d 


